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While in the ICU with a near-fatal case of pneumonia, Brett Walker was 
asked, “Do you have a family history of illness?”—a standard and deceptively 
simple question that for Walker, a professional historian, took on additional 
meaning and spurred him to investigate his family’s medical past. In this 
deeply personal narrative, he constructs a history of his body to understand 
his diagnosis with a serious immunological disorder, weaving together his 
dying grandfather’s sneaking a cigarette in a shed on the family’s Montana 
farm, blood fractionation experiments in Europe during World War II, and 
nineteenth-century cholera outbreaks that ravaged small American towns 
as his ancestors were making their way west.

A Family History of Illness is a gritty historical memoir that examines the 
body’s immune system and microbial composition as well as the biological 
and cultural origins of memory and history, offering a startling, fresh way 
to view the role of history in understanding our physical selves. In his own 
search, Walker soon realizes that this broader scope is more valuable than 
a strictly medical family history. He finds that family legacies shape us both 
physically and symbolically, forming the root of our identity and values, 
and he urges us to renew our interest in the past or risk misunderstanding 
ourselves and the world around us.

BRETT L. WALKER is Regents Professor of History at Montana State Univer - 
sity. He is the author of The Conquest of Ainu Lands: Ecology and Culture in 
Japanese Expansion, 1590–1800; A Concise History of Japan; The Lost Wolves 
of Japan; and Toxic Archipelago: A History of Industrial Disease in Japan.

“Profoundly intimate and unsettling. A Family History of Illness weaves 
together family histories with the history of science, medical history, and a 
history of place.”—NANCY LANGSTON, professor of environmental history, 
Michigan Tech

“A masterful tale, beautifully written, by a highly accomplished historian 
at his best. A Family History of Illness is a unique story that brings together 
personal memoir and medical history with a thoughtful guide and reflection 
on the craft of history.”—GREGG MITMAN, author of Breathing Space: How 
Allergies Shape Our Lives and Landscapes

Brett L. WaLkerA Family History of Illness
Memory as Medicine

A McLellan Book
March

BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; 
HEALTH; HISTORY
280 pp., 20 b&w illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$26.95 / £17.50 HC / ISBN 9780295743035
EB ISBN 9780295743042

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WALFAM.html
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Unapologetic, troublemaking, agitating, revolutionary, and hot-headed: 
radical feminism bravely transformed the history of politics, love, sexuality, 
and science. In Firebrand Feminism, Breanne Fahs brings together ten years 
of dialogue with four founders of the radical feminist movement: Ti-Grace 
Atkinson, Kathie Sarachild, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, and Dana Densmore. 
Taking aim at the selfishness of the right and the incremental politics of the 
liberal left, they defiantly and fiercely created a new kind of feminism in 
the late 1960s. 

Firebrand Feminism provides a timely and historically rich account of these 
audacious women and the lasting impact of their words and work. This 
unique and provocative book unites second- and third-wave feminism and 
creates a much-needed intergenerational dialogue about the utility of femi-
nist rage, the importance of refusal, the changing politics of sex and love, 
trans rights, and tactics to start (and continue) a revolution.

BREANNE FAHS is professor of women and gender studies at Arizona State 
University. She is the author of Out for Blood: Essays on Menstruation and 
Resistance; Valerie Solanas: The Defiant Life of the Woman Who Wrote SCUM 
(and Shot Andy Warhol); Performing Sex: The Making and Unmaking of 
Women’s Erotic Lives; and coeditor of The Moral Panics of Sexuality and 
Transforming Contagion.

“At a time when feminism would prefer to forget about its radical past, 
Breanne Fahs does the hard work of dragging it back out from the shadows. 
Her writing remembers forgotten and neglected women, and their ideas for 
a wild transformation of society, and it is increasingly vital. Firebrand 
Feminism is no nostalgia tour, it is a white-hot reminder that we can and 
should and will change the world.”—JESSA CRISPIN, author of The Dead Ladies 
Project

“Just the book I’ve been looking for to supplement the manifestos, tracts, 
and other writings produced during the heyday of the Women’s Liberation 
Movement.”—EILEEN BORIS, professor of feminist studies, University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Barbara

“Makes the argument that contemporary feminism needs a reinfusion of 
the ‘firebrand feminism’ epitomized by these women and early radical 
feminism.”—JANE CAPUTI, author of Goddesses and Monsters: Women, Myth, 
Power, and Popular Culture

April

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; 
NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES
272 pp., 29 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743158
$29.95 / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743165
EB ISBN 9780295743172

Breanne FahsFirebrand Feminism
The Radical Lives of Ti-Grace Atkinson, Kathie 
Sarachild, Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, and Dana Densmore

Also of Interest

Power 
Interrupted
$30.00s PB
9780295995267

Black Women 
in Sequence
$30.00s PB
9780295994963

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/FAHFIR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/FALPOW.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WHABLA.html
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From the Flint water crisis to the Dakota Access Pipeline controversy, envi-
ronmental threats and degradation disproportionately affect communities 
of color, with often dire consequences for people’s lives and health. Racial 
Ecologies explores activist strategies and creative responses, such as those 
of Mexican migrant women, New Zealand Maori, and African American 
farmers in urban Detroit, demonstrating that people of color have always 
been and continue to be leaders in the fight for a more equitable and ecologi-
cally just world.

Grounded in an ethnic-studies perspective, this interdisciplinary collection 
illustrates how race intersects with Indigeneity, colonialism, gender, nation-
ality, and class to shape our understanding of both nature and environmen-
tal harm, showing how and why environmental issues are also racial issues. 
Indeed, Indigenous, critical race, and postcolonial frameworks are crucial 
for comprehending and addressing accelerating anthropogenic change, 
from the local to the global, and for imagining speculative futures. This 
forward-looking, critical intervention bridges environmental scholarship 
and ethnic studies and will prove indispensable to activists, scholars, and 
students alike.

LEILANI NISHIME is associate professor in the Department of Communication 
at the University of Washington. She is the author of Undercover Asian: 
Multiracial Asian Americans in Visual Culture. KIM D. HESTER WILLIAMS is pro-
fessor of English at Sonoma State University.

“An important contribution to the fields of critical race studies, Indigenous 
studies, and environmental justice studies.”—NEEL AHUJA, author of Bioin-
securities: Disease Interventions, Empire, and the Government of Species

“This groundbreaking project centers on how the neglect of certain com-
munities (like Flint, Michigan, and the Standing Rock Sioux community) 
reflects the ways in which racial difference is produced and, in turn, reinforces 
logics and practices that support environmental racism and environmental 
injustice more broadly. . . . Very impressive.”—DAVID PELLOW, author of Total 
Liberation: The Power and Promise of Animal Rights and the Radical Earth 
Movement

edited By  
LeiLani nishime and  

kim d. hester WiLLiams

Racial Ecologies

July

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
288 pp., 11 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743714
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743738
EB ISBN 9780295743721

Also of Interest

Unlikely 
Alliances
$30.00s PB
9780295741529

The Rising 
Tide of Color
$30.00s PB
9780295995427

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/NISRAC.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GROUNL.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/JUNRIS.html
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In the mid-1990s, the international community pronounced prenatal sex 
selection via abortion an “act of violence against women” and “unethical.” 
At the same time, new developments in reproductive technology in the 
United States led to a method of sex selection before conception; its US 
inventor marketed the practice as “family balancing” and defended it with 
the rhetoric of freedom of choice. In Gender before Birth, Rajani Bhatia takes 
on the hypocrisy of how similar practices in the first and third worlds are 
divergently named and framed.

Bhatia’s extensive fieldwork includes interviews with clinicians, scientists, 
biomedical service providers, feminist activists, and international tech advo-
cates, and her resulting analysis extends both feminist theory on reproduc-
tion and feminist science and technology studies. She argues that we are at 
the beginning of a changing transnational terrain that presents new chal-
lenges to theorized inequality in reproduction, demonstrating how the 
technosciences often get embroiled in colonial gender and racial politics.

RAJANI BHATIA is assistant professor of women’s, gender, and sexuality studies 
at the University at Albany, SUNY.

“An ambitious book that breaks new ground on the evolution and present 
technologies and practices of lifestyle sex selection, builds on and critiques 
feminist and STS theories of reproduction to develop the new concept of 
biopopulationism, and engages with the messy politics of sex selection 
in the United States.”—BETSY HARTMANN, author of Reproductive Rights  
and Wrongs and The America Syndrome: Apocalypse, War, and Our Call to 
Greatness

“A fascinating book that combines transnational feminist theory with empiri-
cal evidence collected through anthropological methods to present an 
analysis of the development, expansion, and normalization of sex selection 
technology as it occurs in ‘the West and the rest.’”—RAYNA RAPP, author of 
Testing Women, Testing the Fetus: The Social Impact of Amniocentesis in 
America and coeditor of Conceiving the New World Order: The Global Politics 
of Reproduction

“A fantastic contribution to feminist technoscience, the transnational travels 
of biomedicalization, and reproductive politics. Bhatia examines sex selec-
tive ART as a global form and traveling assemblage that reveals the complex 
entanglements of gender, race/ethnicity, nationality, sexuality, ability, and 
other axes of difference. A book that will be a must-read for anyone inter-
ested in stratified reproduction and the biopolitics of science, technology, 
and medicine.”—LAURA MAMO, author of Queering Reproduction

Feminist Technosciences
February

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES; ASIAN 
STUDIES / SOUTH ASIA
264 pp., 5 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
North American rights only
$90.00x HC / ISBN 9780295999203
$30.00s PB / ISBN 9780295999210
EB ISBN 9780295742946

rajani BhatiaGender before Birth
Sex Selection in a Transnational Context

Also of Interest

Figuring the 
Population 
Bomb
$30.00s PB
9780295999104

Risky Bodies 
& Techno-
Intimacy
$30.00s PB
9780295742496

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BHAGEN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MCCMAL.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/PATRIS.html
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Global South Asia
June

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTH ASIA; WOMEN’S, 
GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; ASIAN 
AMERICAN STUDIES
232 pp., 6 x 9 in.
Not available in South Asia
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743547
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743554
EB ISBN 9780295743561

Tech companies such as Google, Amazon, and Microsoft promote the free 
flow of data worldwide, while relying on foreign temporary IT workers to 
build, deliver, and support their products. However, even as IT companies 
use technology and commerce to transcend national barriers, their trans-
national employees face significant migration and visa constraints. In this 
revealing ethnography, Amy Bhatt shines a spotlight on Indian IT migrants 
and their struggles to navigate career paths, citizenship, and belonging as 
they move between South Asia and the United States.

Through in-depth interviews, Bhatt explores the complex factors that shape 
IT transmigration and settlement, looking at Indian cultural norms, kinship 
obligations, friendship networks, gendered and racialized discrimination 
in the workplace, and inflexible and unstable visa regimes that create worker 
vulnerability. In particular, Bhatt highlights women’s experiences as workers 
and dependent spouses who move as part of temporary worker programs. 
Many of the women interviewed were professional peers to their husbands 
in India but found themselves “housewives” stateside, unable to secure 
employment because of visa restrictions. Through her focus on the unpaid 
and feminized placemaking and caregiving labor these women provide, 
Bhatt shows how women’s labor within the household is vital to the func-
tioning of the flexible and transnational system of IT itself.

AMY BHATT is assistant professor of gender and women’s studies at the Uni-
versity of Maryland, Baltimore County. She is the coauthor of Roots and 
Reflections: South Asians in the Pacific Northwest.

“Mapping the arrival of H-1B workers from India and marriage migration, 
their lives in Seattle, and following them on their return to India, High-Tech 
Housewives provides a longue durée perspective on Indian transmigrants. 
Thick with descriptive narrative, High-Tech Housewives takes us into the 
lives of these individuals.”—SHARMILA RUDRAPPA, author of Discounted Life: 
The Price of Global Surrogacy in India

amy BhattHigh-Tech Housewives
Indian IT Workers, Gendered Labor,  
and Transmigration

Also of Interest

The Gender 
of Caste
$45.00s HB
9780295995649

Living 
Together, 
Living Apart
$30.00s PB
9780295995304

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BHAATH.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GUPGEN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SCHLIV.html
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Scott and Laurie Oki Series in  
Asian American Studies
July

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES; BIOGRAPHY, 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST / HISTORY
384 pp., 21 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743523
$29.95 / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743516
EB ISBN 9780295743530

No-No Boy, John Okada’s only published novel, centers on a Japanese Ameri-
can who refuses to fight for the country that incarcerated him and his people 
in World War II and, upon release from federal prison after the war, is cast 
out by his divided community. In 1957, the novel faced a similar rejection 
until it was rediscovered and reissued in 1976 to become a celebrated classic 
of American literature. As a result of Okada’s untimely death at age forty-
seven, the author’s life and other works have remained obscure.

This compelling collection offers the first full-length examination of Okada’s 
development as an artist, placing recently discovered writing by Okada 
alongside essays that reassess his lasting legacy. Meticulously researched 
biographical details, insight from friends and relatives, and a trove of inti-
mate photographs illuminate Okada’s early life in Seattle, military service, 
and careers as a public librarian and a technical writer in the aerospace 
industry. This volume is an essential companion to No-No Boy.

FRANK ABE is a journalist and producer of the PBS documentary Conscience 
and the Constitution. GREG ROBINSON is professor of history at Université du 
Québec à Montréal whose most recent book is The Great Unknown: Japanese 
American Sketches. FLOYD CHEUNG is professor of English language and lit-
erature and American studies at Smith College and editor of early Asian 
American literary works by H. T. Tsiang, Sadakichi Hartmann, and others. 

The contributors are Lawson Fusao Inada, Martha Nakagawa, Stephen H. 
Sumida, Shawn Wong, and Jeffrey T. Yamashita.

“We have long needed a good book on John Okada. No-No Boy is a trans-
formational novel, one of the most important pieces of writing ever in Asian 
American studies. Creating a context for it by examining the author’s life 
in detail, adding other bits of his writing, and analyzing his oeuvre from 
all angles is a mighty undertaking, but this is a book we need.”—PAUL SPICK-
ARD, coeditor of Red and Yellow, Black and Brown: Decentering Whiteness in 
Mixed Race Studies

“This volume reminds us of the key place of Okada’s novel in the develop-
ment of Asian American literary history. It makes us consider literary history 
more cogently, locating No-No Boy as both a literary artifact and as political 
and social intervention. By proposing new ways of reading and understand-
ing elements—even controversial ones—in the text, this collection of essays 
highlights how novels that engage history continue to be relevant for new 
generations.”—ROCÍO G. DAVIS, author of Relative Histories: Mediating History 
in Asian American Families

edited By Frank aBe, 
GreG roBinson, and 

FLoyd CheunG

John Okada
The Life and Rediscovered Work  
of the Author of No-No Boy

Also of Interest

No-No Boy
$19.95 PB
9780295994048

Enduring 
Conviction
$24.95 PB
9780295742816

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ABEJOH.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/OKANO2.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BANEND.html
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Emil and Kathleen Sick Series in 
Western History and Biography
March

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES; HISTORY / 
AMERICAN HISTORY; ASIAN STUDIES / JAPAN
312 pp., 11 illus., 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743639
EB ISBN 9780295806686

Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian 
American Studies
March

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES; HISTORY / 
WESTERN HISTORY
400 pp., 36 b&w illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743653
EB ISBN 9780295806365

Japanese Prostitutes 
in the North American 
West, 1887–1920
kazuhiro oharazeki

Explores the forces that led to the 
growth of prostitution in Japan, the 
Pacific region, and the North Amer-
ican West at the turn of the twenti-
eth century. Combining personal 
accounts with newly examined 
Japanese sources, Oharazeki traces 
these women’s journeys and sheds 
new light on Japanese American 
immigration.

KAZUHIRO OHARAZEKI is instructor of 
foreign studies at Setsunan Univer-
sity in Japan.

“The author’s . . . style require[s] that 
the book be taken seriously and that 
the long, sometimes troubled, his-
tory between the US and Japan be 
broadened to include this sad aspect 
of early  contacts between the two 
nations. Highly recom mended.” 
—Choice

“A comprehensive study of these 
 forgotten women who crossed the 
Pacific.”—Japan Times (2016 Top 10 
Best Books about Japan)

Asians in Colorado
A History of Persecution and 
Perseverance in the Centennial 
State
WiLLiam Wei

A comprehensive examination of 
Asians in the Centennial State that 
includes anti-Chinese riots, the incar-
ceration of Japanese Americans, and 
the recent influx of Southeast Asian 
refugees and South Asian tech pro-
fessionals. Drawing on a wealth of 
sources, Wei reconstructs what life 
was like for the Chinese and Japa-
nese pioneers—a groundbreaking 
approach that helps us understand 
how Asians survived in an often hos-
tile environment.

WILLIAM WEI is professor of history 
at the University of Colorado. He is 
the author of The Asian American 
Movement.

“No one is more qualified than Wil-
liam Wei to write a history of the Asian 
American experience in Colorado. 
Asians in Colorado tells a good, coher-
ent story by weaving many captivat-
ing episodes and interesting incidents 
into the grand narrative.”—LIPING 
ZHU, author of The Road to Chinese 
Exclusion

Scott and Laurie Oki Series in Asian 
American Studies
February

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES; BIOGRAPHY, 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR
312 pp., 21 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295742816
EB ISBN 9780295806297

Enduring Conviction
Fred Korematsu and His Quest for 
Justice
Lorraine k. Bannai

Korematsu resisted Executive Order 
9066, which authorized the intern-
ment of Japanese Americans, to fol-
low his heart, but he soon realized 
that it was a matter of human rights. 
Convicted of a federal crime and sent 
to an internment camp, he appealed 
to the Supreme Court, which upheld 
the wartime orders. Forty years later, 
a team of attorneys resurrected his 
case and his conviction was over-
turned, paving the way for Japanese 
American redress. In 1998, President 
Clinton awarded him the Presiden-
tial Medal of Freedom.

LORRAINE K. BANNAI, an attorney on 
Korematsu’s team, is now director of 
the Fred T. Korematsu Center for Law 
and Equality and professor at Seattle 
University School of Law.

“A remarkable story of a man who 
stood up and spoke out in the same 
tradition of others in this country 
who have spoken out against oppres-
sion and discrimination.”—GEORGE 
TAKEI, actor and activist

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BANEND.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WEIASI.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/OHAJAP.html
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A Helen Marie Ryan Wyman Book /
Emil and Kathleen Sick Series in 
Western History and Biography
June

PACIFIC NORTHWEST / HISTORY; NATIVE 
AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
248 pp., 24 b&w illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743578
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743585
EB ISBN 9780295743592

When the US Army Corps of Engineers began planning construction of The 
Dalles Dam at Celilo Village in the mid-twentieth century, it was clear that 
this traditional fishing, commerce, and social site of immense importance 
to Native tribes would be changed forever. Controversy surrounded the 
project, with local Native communities anticipating the devastation of their 
way of life and white settler–descended advocates of the dam envisioning 
a future of thriving infrastructure and industry.

In In Defense of Wyam, having secured access to hundreds of previously 
unknown and unexamined letters, Katrine Barber revisits the subject of 
Death of Celilo Falls, her first book. She presents a remarkable alliance across 
the opposed Native and settler-descended groups, chronicling how the lives 
of two women leaders converged in a shared struggle to protect the Indian 
homes of Celilo Village. Flora Thompson, member of the Warm Springs Tribe 
and wife of the Wyam chief, and Martha McKeown, daughter of an afflu-
ent white farming family, became lifelong allies as they worked together 
to protect Oregon’s oldest continuously inhabited site. As a Native woman, 
Flora wielded significant power within her community yet outside of it was 
dismissed for her race and her gender. Martha, although privileged due to 
her settler origins, turned to women’s clubs to expand her political authority 
beyond the conventional domestic sphere. Flora's and Martha’s coordinated 
efforts offer readers meaningful insight into a time and place where the 
rhetoric of Native sovereignty, the aims of environmental movements in the 
American West, and women’s political strategies intersected.

KATRINE BARBER is associate professor of history at Portland State University. 
She is the author of Death of Celilo Falls and Nature’s Northwest: The North 
Pacific Slope in the Twentieth Century.

“In Defense of Wyam is an ambitious historical project that interrogates the 
gendered and racialized processes of alliance-building among Indians and 
whites on the mid-Columbia River.”—MICHELLE M. JACOB, author of Yakama 
Rising: Indigenous Cultural Revitalization, Activism, and Healing and Indian 
Pilgrims: Indigenous Journeys of Activism and Healing with Saint Kateri 
Tekakwitha

“An analysis of the alliance between Flora Thompson and Martha McKeown 
to address the construction of The Dalles Dam in the context of Indigenous 
and white settler expectations and realities, gender, and the Cold War.” 
—KIMBERLY JENSEN, author of Oregon’s Doctor to the World: Esther Pohl Lovejoy 
and a Life in Activism

katrine BarBerIn Defense of Wyam
Native-White Alliances and the Struggle  
for Celilo Village

Also of Interest

Winning the 
West for 
Women
$27.00s PB
9780295990866

Chinook 
Resilience
$30.00s PB
9780295742267

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BARFLO.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ROSWIN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DAEPLA.html
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Indigenous Confluences
March

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
HISTORY / WESTERN HISTORY
328 pp., 39 b&w illus., 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295742762
EB ISBN 9780295805825

Emil and Kathleen Sick Series in 
Western History and Biography

PACIFIC NORTHWEST / HISTORY; NATIVE 
AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES
272 pp., 15 illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295985466
EB ISBN 9780295800929

A Chemehuevi Song
The Resilience of a Southern Paiute Tribe
CLiFFord e. traFzer
Foreword by Larry Myers

The Chemehuevi of the Twenty-Nine Palms tribe of Southern California 
stands as a testament to the power of perseverance. This small, nomadic 
band of Southern Paiute Indians has survived much of the past two centuries 
without rights to their homeland or any self-governing abilities. A mostly 
“forgotten” people until the creation of the Twenty-Nine Palms Reservation 
in 1974, they have formed a tribal government to preserve cultural identity 
and manage a thriving gaming industry. 

CLIFFORD E. TRAFZER is Distinguished Professor of History and Costo Chair of 
American Indian Affairs at University of California, Riverside. 

“The embodiment of an intellectual and cultural relationship that combines 
an astute analysis from the historian/ethnographer with a melody of rare 
tribal voices sharing the lived realities—both past and present—that Cheme-
huevi people experienced, survived, and relied upon to create the cultural 
resilience they are experiencing today.”—Southern California Quarterly

“A Chemehuevi Song is a song, and a story, that we should all make time to 
hear.”—The Journal of Arizona History

“A masterful contribution to the overlapping fields of ethnohistory, ethno-
musicology, Native American and American studies, myth, and folklore. 
Essential.”—Choice

Death of Celilo Falls
katrine BarBer

Death of Celilo Falls is a story of ordinary lives in extraordinary circum-
stances, as neighboring communities went through tremendous eco-
nomic, environmental, and cultural change in a brief period. Barber 
examines the negotiations and controversies that took place during the 
planning and construction of The Dalles Dam and the profound impact the 
project had on both the Indian community of Celilo Village and the non-
Indian town of The Dalles, intertwined with local concerns that affected the 
entire American West: treaty rights, federal Indian policy, environmental 
transformation of rivers, and the idea of “progress.”

KATRINE BARBER is associate professor of history at Portland State Univer-
sity. She is the author of In Defense of Wyam: Native-White Alliances and  
the Struggle for Celilo Village and Nature’s Northwest: The North Pacific 
Slope in the Twentieth Century.

“Barber . . . put(s) flesh on the bones of this complex historic moment, pro-
viding the reader a finely detailed analysis of the chain of events leading 
to the flooding of Celilo Falls and a sensitive appreciation of the complex 
aftermath.”—Western Historical Quarterly

“A must-read for anyone interested in this momentous regional event. Bar-
ber has produced an important book that others, including writers, artists, 
shamans, perhaps even politicians, will reference for facts and insights 
as they interpret or reinterpret what happened only a half-century ago.” 
—The Oregonian

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BARDEA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/TRACHE.html
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Indigenous Confluences
May

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
ANTHROPOLOGY; HISTORY / WESTERN HISTORY
232 pp., 1 b&w illus, 7 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743356
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743363
EB ISBN 9780295743370

From 1998 through 2013, the Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs sought 
to develop a casino in Cascade Locks, Oregon. This prompted objections 
from the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde, who already operated a lucra-
tive casino in the region. Brook Colley’s in-depth case study unravels the 
history of this disagreement and challenges the way conventional media 
characterizes intertribal casino disputes in terms of corruption and greed. 
Instead, she locates these conflicts within historical, social, and political 
contexts of colonization.

Through extensive interviews, Colley brings to the forefront Indigenous 
perspectives on intertribal conflict related to tribal gaming. She reveals how 
casino economies affect the relationship between gaming tribes and federal 
and state governments, and the repercussions for the tribes themselves. Ulti-
mately, Colley’s engaging examination explores strategies for reconciliation 
and cooperation, emphasizing narratives of resilience and tribal 
sovereignty.

BROOK COLLEY (Wasco/Eastern Cherokee, Enrolled Eastern Band of Cherokee 
Indians) is assistant professor of Native American studies at Southern Ore-
gon University.

“Brook Colley challenges superficial means of thinking about and forming 
opinions around gaming—not just in Oregon but well beyond.”—DANIEL M. 
COBB, author of Say We Are Nations: Documents of Politics and Protest in 
Indigenous America since 1887

Brook CoLLey
Foreword by David G. Lewis

Power in the Telling
Grand Ronde, Warm Springs, and Intertribal Relations 
in the Casino Era

Also of Interest

Network 
Sovereignty
$25.00s PB
9780295741826

Dismembered
$25.00s PB
9780295741581

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/COLPOW.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DUANET.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WILDIS.html
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Indigenous Confluences
June

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
216 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743431
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743448
EB ISBN 9780295743455

“I am here. You will never be alone. We are dancing for you.” So begins 
Cutcha Risling Baldy’s deeply personal account of the revitalization of the 
women’s coming-of-age ceremony for the Hoopa Valley Tribe. At the end of 
the twentieth century, the tribe’s Flower Dance had not been fully practiced 
for decades. The women of the tribe, recognizing the critical importance of 
the tradition, undertook its revitalization using the memories of elders and 
medicine women and details found in museum archives, anthropological 
records, and oral histories.

Deeply rooted in Indigenous knowledge, Risling Baldy brings us the voices 
of people transformed by cultural revitalization, including the accounts of 
young women who have participated in the Flower Dance. Using a frame-
work of Native feminisms, she locates this revival within a broad context of 
decolonizing praxis and considers how this renaissance of women’s coming-
of-age ceremonies confounds ethnographic depictions of Native women; 
challenges anthropological theories about menstruation, gender, and 
coming-of-age; and addresses gender inequality and gender violence within 
Native communities.

CUTCHA RISLING BALDY is assistant professor of Native American studies at 
Humboldt University and a member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe.

“A truly significant contribution to the field exploring Indigenous approaches 
to menstruation and the meaning of womanhood. That it is grounded in the 
particular culture of the author makes it all the more valuable and unique.” 
— KIM ANDERSON, author of Life Stages and Native Women: Memory, Teachings, 
and Story Medicine

“I am in awe . . . Risling Baldy’s interventions into the field are many and 
absolutely necessary. We Are Dancing for You is located in a place, in the 
lives of a community where the voices of individual women are heard, as 
is the author’s. [This book] locates its authority in community knowledge 
and language. It pushes back against the outside, primarily white male 
ethnographic professional as authority.”—DIAN MILLION (Tanana), author of 
Therapeutic Nations: Healing in an Age of Indigenous Human Rights

CutCha risLinG BaLdyWe Are Dancing for You
Native Feminisms and the Revitalization  
of Women’s Coming-of-Age Ceremonies

Also of Interest

Indian Blood
$25.00s PB
9780295998503

The Gift of 
Knowledge
$29.95 HB
9780295741659

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/RISTOG.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/JOLIND.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BEAWAN.html
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July

ARCHAEOLOGY; ANTHROPOLOGY; HISTORY / 
WESTERN HISTORY
288 pp., 200 illus., 194 in color, 9 x 10 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743608
$34.95 / £22.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743615
EB ISBN 9780295743622

The earliest rock art—in the Americas as elsewhere—is geometric or abstract. 
Until Early Rock Art in the American West, however, no book-length study 
has been devoted to the deep antiquity and amazing range of geometrics 
and the fascinating questions that arise from their ubiquity and variety. Why 
did they precede representational marks? What is known about their origins 
and functions? Why and how did humans begin to make marks, and what 
does this practice tell us about the early human mind?

With some two hundred striking color images and discussions of chronology, 
dating, sites, and styles, this pioneering investigation of abstract geometrics 
on stone (as well as bone, ivory, and shell) explores its wide-ranging subject 
from the perspectives of ethnology, evolutionary biology, cognitive archaeol-
ogy, and the psychology of artmaking. The authors’ unique approach instills 
a greater respect for a largely unknown and underappreciated form of paleo-
art, suggesting that before humans became Homo symbolicus or even Homo 
religiosus, they were mark-makers—Homo aestheticus.

EKKEHART MALOTKI is professor emeritus of languages at Northern Arizona 
University. He is the author of The Rock Art of Arizona: Art for Life’s Sake 
and Stone Chisel and Yucca Brush: Colorado Plateau Rock Art. ELLEN DIS-
SANAYAKE is an independent scholar, author, and lecturer. She is the author 
of Art and Intimacy: How the Arts Began; Homo Aestheticus: Where Art 
Comes From and Why; and What Is Art For?

“Ellen Dissanayake is always fascinating on the subject of aesthetics, and 
her books have made us think more clearly about the nature of human 
art. Here she turns her attention to early rock art and, once again, has pro-
duced an original study that, with Ekkehart Malotki’s remarkable photo-
graphs, encourages us to look with new eyes at the fundamental human 
impulse to make marks.”—DESMOND MORRIS, author of The Naked Ape

“It is the hardest thing in the world to escape the grip of our own prejudices. 
Dissanayake’s work on rock art is important because it tries to do exactly 
that: to distance ourselves from our obsession with explicit symbols and 
stories, and to free our theories of art from the iron grip of literate culture. 
I applaud her efforts to strip away the overwhelming mental baggage imposed 
by modern education and technology, and dig deeper, to find the ancient 
roots of our aesthetic sensibilities.”—MERLIN DONALD, author of Origins of the 
Modern Mind

“Presents new ideas on the origin and importance of art to all human cultures 
and shows that the neglected geometric rock art of the American West has 
an intriguing and essential story to tell.”—PAUL S. C. TAÇON, coeditor of Relat-
ing to Rock Art in the Contemporary World

“There is no previous book on this type of rock art—usually it is given only 
cursory treatment, largely because geometric imagery defies conventional 
approaches to interpretation. Malotki and Dissanayake address what we 
know and what we can know about early geometric rock art.”—JAMES D. 
KEYSER, author of Indian Rock Art of the Columbia Plateau

ekkehart maLotki
eLLen dissanayake

Early Rock Art of  
the American West
The Geometric Enigma

Also of Interest

Homo 
Aestheticus
$25.00s PB
9780295974798

Indian Rock 
Art of the 
Columbia 
Plateau
$22.95 PB
9780295971605

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MALEAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DISHOM.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KEYINC.html
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A Samuel and Althea Stroum Book
February

ARCHAEOLOGY; ART HISTORY / NATIVE 
AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS ART; HISTORY / 
WESTERN HISTORY
240 pp., 125 color illus., 7 maps, 7 x 9 in.
$29.95 / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295742205
EB ISBN 9780295742212

Since 1872, visitors have flocked to Yellowstone National Park to gaze in awe 
at its dramatic geysers, stunning mountains, and impressive wildlife. Yet 
more than a century of archaeological research shows that the wild land-
scape has a long history of human presence. In fact, Native American people 
have hunted bison and bighorn sheep, fished for cutthroat trout, and gath-
ered bitterroot and camas bulbs here for at least 11,000 years, and twenty-six 
tribes claim cultural association with Yellowstone today.

In Before Yellowstone, Douglas MacDonald tells the story of these early people 
as revealed by archaeological research into nearly 2,000 sites—many of which 
he helped survey and excavate. He describes and explains the significance 
of archaeological areas such as the easy-to-visit Obsidian Cliff, where hunters 
obtained volcanic rock to make tools and for trade, and Yellowstone Lake, a 
traditional place for gathering edible plants. MacDonald helps readers 
understand the archaeological methods used and the limits of archaeologi-
cal knowledge. From Clovis points associated with mammoth hunting to 
stone circles marking the sites of tipi lodges, Before Yellowstone brings to life 
a fascinating story of human engagement with this stunning landscape.

DOUGLAS H. MacDONALD  is professor of anthropology at the University of 
Montana. He is the author of Montana Before History: 11,000 Years of Hunter-
Gatherers in the Rockies and Plains; and coeditor of Yellowstone Archaeology: 
Northern Yellowstone and Yellowstone Archaeology: Southern Yellowstone.

“This carefully crafted, well-researched book serves as an important intro-
duction to the body of information collected by archaeologists in Yellowstone 
National Park. Before Yellowstone provides a comprehensive, integrated 
overview of human occupation for the last 11,000 years, and will be use-
ful to anyone interested in the cultural history of the Greater Yellowstone 
region.”—BETH HORTON, park archeologist, Yellowstone National Park

“MacDonald offers a rare glimpse into the depth of American Indian interac-
tions with one of the country’s greatest treasures. Before Yellowstone will 
help you forge a different connection with the park.”—JOE WATKINS (Choctaw), 
Department of Anthropology, University of Maryland

douGLas h. macdonaLdBefore Yellowstone
Native American Archaeology in the National Park

Also of Interest

Ozette
$34.95 PB
9780295994628

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MACBEF.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KIROZE.html
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February

NATURAL HISTORY; PACIFIC NORTHWEST / 
HISTORY; ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
352 pp., 93 illus., 40 in color, 5 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$29.95 / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743288
EB ISBN 9780295743271

Renowned for its old-growth rain forest, wilderness coast, and glaciated 
peaks, Olympic National Park is a living laboratory for ecological renewal, 
especially as the historic Elwha River basin regenerates in the wake of dam 
removal. In this classic guide to the park, Tim McNulty invites us into the 
natural and human history of these nearly one million acres, from remote 
headwaters to roadside waterfalls, from shipwreck sites to Native American 
historical settlements and contemporary resource stewardship, along the 
way detailing the park’s unique plant and animal life. McNulty reminds us 
that though “the mountains and rivers remain ‘timeless,’ our understanding 
of the lifeforms that inhabit them—and the effects our actions have on their 
future—is an ongoing, ever deepening story.”

• Color photographs
• Practical advice on how to make the most of your visit
• Handy flora and fauna species checklists
• Inspiring descriptions of endangered species recovery
• Detailed look at Elwha River restoration after dam removal

TIM McNULTY is a poet and nature writer living in the foothills of the Olympic 
Mountains.

“Olympic National Park is a magical place—and this is its book.”—Seattle 
City Living

“Tim McNulty goes through Olympic National Park one ecosystem at a time, 
traveling from the mountains to the forests and on to the coast before turn-
ing his attention to the impact humans have had on the park’s landscape. 
There’s also a quick help section that tells you where to go to see wildflowers, 
old-growth forests, and wildlife. Too, he tosses in species checklists to help 
you keep track of what you’ve seen.”—National Parks Traveler

“One of the best ways to learn about Olympic National Park is to read Tim 
McNulty’s natural history guide. He creates a portrait of the park from coast 
to rain forest and snow-covered peaks in his usual graceful style, weaving 
stories of science and history and nature.”—Everett Herald

tim mcnuLtyOlympic National Park
A Natural History, Fourth Edition

Also of Interest

The North 
Cascades 
Highway
$26.95 PB
9780295993164

Hiking 
Washington’s 
History
$18.95 PB
9780295990637

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MCNOL4.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MCLNOR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BENHIK.html
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A Samuel and Althea Stroum Book
April

PACIFIC NORTHWEST / HISTORY; 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; LITERATURE
256 pp., 10 b&w illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743134
EB ISBN 9780295743141

From Lake Coeur d’Alene to its confluence with the Columbia, the Spokane 
River travels 111 miles of varied and often spectacular terrain—rural, urban, 
in places wild. The river has been a trading and gathering place for Native 
peoples for thousands of years. With bountiful trout, accessible swimming 
holes, and challenging rapids it is a recreational mecca for residents and 
tourists alike. The Spokane also bears the legacy of industrial growth and 
remains caught amid interests competing over natural resources.

The twenty-eight contributors to this collection—including activists, story-
tellers, and scientists—profile this living river through personal reflection, 
history, science, and poetry. They bring a keen environmental awareness of 
resource scarcity, climate change, and cultural survival tied to the river’s fate.

PAUL LINDHOLDT is professor of English at Eastern Washington University. He 
is the author of Explorations in Ecocriticism: Advocacy, Bioregionalism, and 
Visual Design and In Earshot of the Water: Notes from the Columbia Plateau, 
which won the 2012 Washington State Book Award for Biography/Memoir. 

The contributors are Sherman Alexie (Spokane/Coeur d’Alene), Bob Bartlett, 
Tim Connor, Rick Eichstaedt, Don Fels, Guadalupe Flores, Jerry R. Galm, 
Greg Gordon, Stan Gough, Margo Hill, Chris Kopczynski, Becky Kramer, 
Beatrice Lackaff, Tod Marshall, Camille McNeely, Bart Mihailovich, Stan 
Miller, Barry G. Moses (Sulustu), Carmen A. Nezat, Jack Nisbet, Rachael 
Paschal Osborn, John Roskelley, Allan T. Scholz, Bishop William S. Skylstad, 
William Stimson, Julie Titone, Nance Van Winckel, Sara L. Walker, Jess 
Walter, Jerry White, Chad Wriglesworth, and J. William T. Youngs.

“From politicians, historians, and hippies to ecologists, anthropologists, 
and religious leaders, The Spokane River offers a kaleidoscopic, multiper-
spectival view of the river that is fascinating and richly representative of the 
complexity of the river and the human history surrounding it.”—MICHAEL P. 
BRANCH, author of Rants from the Hill and How to Cuss in Western

“This fascinating multidisciplinary ‘biography’ of the Spokane River has 
something for everyone. All of the contributors—many of them household 
names in the Inland Northwest—help readers appreciate and understand 
this special watershed.”—JOHN W. W. MANN, author of Sacajawea’s People: 
The Lemhi Shoshones and the Salmon River Country

edited By PauL LindhoLdtThe Spokane River

Also of Interest

Once and 
Future River
$39.95 HB
9780295996653

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LINSPO.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/REEDEA.html
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A Ruth Kirk Book
February

LITERATURE / CREATIVE NONFICTION; NATURE 
& ENVIRONMENT, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
264 pp., 14 illus., 2 maps, 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$19.95 / £13.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743660
EB ISBN 9780295806433

Two kinds of research take place at the H. J. Andrews Experimental Forest 
in the Oregon Cascades: scientists investigate the changes in the ecosystem’s 
trees, wildlife, and water, and writers investigate the ecological and human 
complexities of this remarkable place. 

This anthology—which includes work by Sandra Alcosser, Alison Hawthorne 
Deming, Jane Hirshfield, Linda Hogan, Freeman House, Robin Wall Kim-
merer, Kathleen Dean Moore, Robert Michael Pyle, Pattiann Rogers, Scott 
Russell Sanders, and others—offers an illumination of the ecology and 
 significance of old-growth forests and points the way toward a new kind of 
collaboration between the sciences and the humanities.

NATHANIEL BRODIE is a freelance writer; CHARLES GOODRICH is a poet and director 
of the Spring Creek Project for Ideas, Nature, and the Written Word at Oregon 
State University; and FREDERICK J. SWANSON is research geologist emeritus, 
Pacific Northwest Research Station, US Forest Service.

“To learn one place in the world may be the beginning of learning our place 
in the world. Like the old-growth forest where they were written, these 
wonderfully thoughtful descriptions, essays, poems, and meditations offer 
rich and vigorous variety, exquisite detail, and broad vistas of time and 
possibility.”—URSULA K. LE GUIN

“In the Andrews Experimental Forest, ‘experimental’ is the domain of the 
scientist and writer alike. It is also the domain of the forest itself. . . . Forest 
Under Story seems keenly aware that the most important feature of language 
involves listening. When writers listen to the forest, when they press their 
ears against the bark of a hemlock or yew, the forest always speaks, however 
softly.”—LAWRENCE LENHART, High Country News

“The publication of Forest Under Story represents a turning point in cross-
disciplinary collaboration between scientists and writers. . . . Forest Under 
Story is very successful in its ability to inspire in the reader an ecological 
awareness of the temperate forests in Oregon and elsewhere.”—ERIK F. RINGLE, 
ISLE: Interdisciplinary Studies in Literature and Environment

“Forest Under Story demonstrates that a holistic survey of any forest includes 
not just data, charts, and EIS, but also stories and reflections from the human 
heart.”—Cascadia Weekly (2016 Gift Guide for Greenies)

edited By nathanieL 
Brodie, CharLes 

GoodriCh, and  
FrederiCk j. sWanson

Forest Under Story
Creative Inquiry in an Old-Growth Forest

Also of Interest

Nature Next 
Door
$19.95 PB
9780295993317

The Final 
Forest
$19.95 PB
9780295990620

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BROFOR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/STRNAT.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DIEFIN.html
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March

LITERATURE / CREATIVE NONFICTION; 
BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
240 pp., 5 x 8 in.
$18.95 / £12.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743226
EB ISBN 9780295743233

For many years, Ana Maria Spagna has stayed put, mostly, in a small moun-
tain valley at the head of a glacier-carved lake. You’re so lucky to live there, 
people say. She is lucky. But she is also restless. In Uplake she takes road 
trips, flies to distant cities, fantasizes about other people’s lives, and then 
returns home again to muse on rootedness, yearning, commitment, ambi-
tion, wonder, and love. These engaging, reflective essays celebrate the rich-
ness of it all: winter floods and summer fires, the roar of a chainsaw and a 
fiddle in the wilderness, long hikes and open-water swims, an injured bear, 
a lost wedding ring, and a tree in the middle of a river. Uplake reminds us 
to love what we have while encouraging us to still imagine what we want.

ANA MARIA SPAGNA  is the author of several books, including Reclaimers  
and Potluck: Community on the Edge of Wilderness. She lives in Stehekin, 
Washington.

“Rarely can you say with a shard of truth that you remember the first time 
a writer’s work hit you in the head and the heart with a nearly audible slap, 
but I remember the first time I read a passage from Ana Maria—it was in a 
magazine in which all the other stuff was careful and remote and only news, 
and her essay was sharp and blunt and had mud and sawdust in it. I remem-
ber that. I learned from her essay, yes, but it wasn’t just information; I could 
smell the place she was writing about, I could feel her sinewy flinty impatient 
passion for it.”—BRIAN DOYLE, Ecotone

“These vivid essays are powerfully rooted in the physical landscape and the 
body’s capacities and limitations. Nature and narrator perform a graceful 
dance of advance-and-retreat, a pas de deux filled with tenderness, wisdom 
and rueful insight.”—PHILLIP LOPATE, author of A Mother’s Tale

“A quintessential collection of place-based personal essays, as well as a 
moving evocation of the Stehekin Valley. Uplake is, above all, a self-portrait 
of an engaged, lively mind.”—NICK NEELY, author of Coast Range

“Uplake stands out for its honesty, accessibility, willingness to dig deep in 
contemplation, and well-wrought essays about the small self in a large 
world.”—SUSAN MARSH, author of A Hunger for High Country: One Woman’s 
Journey to the Wild in Yellowstone Country

ana maria sPaGnaUplake
Restless Essays of Coming and Going

Also of Interest

Reclaimers
$19.95 PB
9780295742748

The Deepest 
Roots
$28.95 HB
9780295999388

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SPAUPL.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SPAREC.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ALCLOV.html
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February

LITERATURE / CREATIVE NONFICTION;  
NATURE & ENVIRONMENT; BIOGRAPHY, 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR
256 pp., 21 illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
US rights only
$19.95 PB / ISBN 9780295742793
EB ISBN 9780295806556

February

BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST; LITERATURE / CREATIVE 
NONFICTION
208 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$19.95 / £13.00 PB / ISBN 9780295742809
EB ISBN 9780295806709

Warnings against Myself
Meditations on a Life in Climbing

david stevenson

From his youthful second ascent of the north ridge of Mount Kennedy in 
the Yukon’s Saint Elias Range, an in-and-out on skis for which he had not 
entirely learned how to ski, to a recent excursion across the Harding Icefield 
conceived under the influence of rain and whiskey, Stevenson chronicles a 
life unified by a preoccupation with climbing. Reflective and literary, and 
also entertaining and funny, his accounts slip freely in time from his child-
hood, when he could not wait to head west, to his adulthood, with a wife and 
two sons, in which he still feels compelled by a longing to be on the heights.

DAVID STEVENSON  is the director of the Creative Writing and Literary Arts 
Department at the University of Alaska Anchorage. He is the author of the 
short fiction collection Letters from Chamonix, winner of the Banff Mountain 
Festival Fiction Prize.

“With this book, Stevenson has joined the ranks of that rare breed: an excel-
lent mountaineering writer. With remarkable insight he gives us stories that 
demonstrate that one doesn’t have to be a full-time committed climber to 
enjoy wild adventures. . . . His essays show a remarkable awareness not 
only of the physical world but of the innermost turmoil that can occur dur-
ing moments of stress.”—STEVE ROPER, author of Camp 4: Recollections of a 
Yosemite Rockclimber

Unpleasantries
Considerations of Difficult Questions

Frank soos

Even from upside-down in his recently flipped truck, Frank Soos reveals him-
self to be ruminative, grappling with the limitations of language to express 
the human condition. In these essays, Soos combines an active physical 
life with a dark and difficult interior existence, wrestling the full span of 
“thinking and doing” onto the page with surprising lightness.

FRANK SOOS was the Alaska State Writer Laureate (2015–2016). He taught 
 writing at the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, from 1986 until 2004. His pub-
lications include Double Moon: Constructions and Conversations (with Margo 
Klass), Bamboo Fly Rod Suite (essays), and Unified Field Theory (stories).

“Frank Soos is a true essayist. He understands the form as a rare opportunity 
to grapple with maybe unresolvable questions, trusting to his conflicted 
consciousness and without any advanced map or GPS to guide him. For all 
his self-mockery, he is a serious man and a sincere one, who is unafraid to 
take the reader to dark, emotional places. Those who might wish to learn 
how to ‘fail better’ and ‘feel better,’ to quote his mentor Samuel Beckett, 
would do well to buy this book.”—PHILLIP LOPATE, author of Portrait Inside 
My Head: Essays

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SOOUNP.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/STEWAR.html
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murray morGan
Introduction by Mary Ann Gwinn

Skid Road
An Informal Portrait of Seattle

Skid Road tells the story of Seattle “from the bottom up,” offering an informal 
and engaging portrait of the Emerald City’s first century, as seen through 
the lives of some of its most colorful citizens. With his trademark combina-
tion of deep local knowledge, precision, and wit, Murray Morgan traces the 
city’s history from its earliest days as a hacked-from-the-wilderness timber 
town, touching on local tribes, settlers, the lumber and railroad industries, 
the great fire of 1889, the Alaska gold rush, flourishing dens of vice, general 
strikes, the 1962 World’s Fair, and the stuttering growth of the 1970s and 
’80s. Through it all, Morgan shows us that Seattle’s one constant is change 
and that its penchant for reinvention has always been fueled by creative, if 
sometimes unorthodox, residents.

With a new introduction by Pulitzer Prize–winning book critic Mary Ann 
Gwinn, this redesigned edition of Murray Morgan’s classic work is a must 
for those interested in how Seattle got to where it is today.

MURRAY MORGAN (1916–2000), a journalist and historian, was the author of 
more than twenty books, including the well-loved Skid Road and The Last 
Wilderness. He worked for Time magazine, the New York Herald Tribune, 
and CBS News and hosted the early morning radio show “Our Town, Our 
World.” MARY ANN GWINN writes for the Seattle Times, Booklist, and other 
publications. She won the Pulitzer Prize for national reporting in 1990, was 
one of three jurors for the 2017 Pulitzer Prize in fiction, and serves on the 
board of the National Book Critics Circle.

“Over more than half a century, no one has written a better book about 
Seattle. I keep looking for something, but Skid Road has our soul down 
cold.”—TIMOTHY EGAN, author of The Worst Hard Time

“No one who has ever written Pacific Northwest history can match Murray 
Morgan’s craftsmanship, the signal virtues of which are pace, precision, 
humor, and a keen eye for the characterizing detail.”—NORMAN CLARK, Pacific 
Northwest Quarterly

“Mr. Morgan’s book is the sort of corrective history that all communities 
should welcome.”—STEWART HOLBROOK, New York Herald Tribune

“Skid Road served as an accent to successive periods in Seattle’s history, 
from its gawdy boisterous uncontrolled days as the takeoff for the Alaskan 
gold fields, to the settling down to a staid respectability. . . . There were days 
of questionable ethics, in journalism, in politics. There were reformers. 
And throughout, the exceptional personality of the city itself dominates 
its story.”—Kirkus Reviews

“You can probably find this book lying around the house of anyone who’s 
been in Seattle long enough to get even a little bit interested in the city’s 
past. . . . [Morgan is] exactly the kind of guy you’d probably enjoy having 
show you around town.”—ELI SANDERS, The Stranger

March

PACIFIC NORTHWEST / HISTORY; HISTORY / 
WESTERN HISTORY
312 pp., 35 b&w illus., 1 map, 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.95 / £12.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743493
EB ISBN 9780295743509

Also of Interest

Too High and 
Too Steep
$18.95 PB
9780295999401

Seattle Walks
$17.95 PB
9780295741284

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MORSRR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WILTOO.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WILWAL.html
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February

HISTORY / WESTERN HISTORY
280 pp., 26 b&w illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295742786
EB ISBN 9780295806228

This fascinating account of the development of aviation in Alaska examines 
the daring missions of pilots who initially opened up the territory for mili-
tary positioning and later for trade and tourism. Through personal stories, 
industry publications, and news accounts, Ringsmuth uncovers the ways 
that Alaska’s aviation growth was downplayed in order to perpetuate the 
myth of the cowboy spirit and the desire to tame what many considered to 
be the last frontier.

KATHERINE JOHNSON RINGSMUTH teaches history at the University of Alaska, 
Anchorage, and is owner of the public history consulting business Tundra 
Vision.

“Ringsmuth’s thoroughly engaging look at the development of this phe-
nomenon is a fascinating peek at how uniquely American the Alaska bush 
pilot truly is.”—Alaska Dispatch News

“As thrilling and brilliant as the skyboys [Ringsmuth] writes about. . . . 
Alaska's Skyboys lays scholarly groundwork to further explore aviation as 
an interpretive framework necessary for understanding Alaska’s multidi-
mensional frontier history.”—Alaska History

“A comprehensive history that follows the early days of flying through 
World War II, the Cold War, and the transition to commercial air travel. 
[Ringsmuth] artfully balances the tragedies and triumphs of flying and 
suggests provocatively that a flying culture emerged in the parts of Alaska 
that depended on bush planes. . . . Those interested in the personal stories 
of flying greats will appreciate this book.”—Western Historical Quarterly

Alaska’s Skyboys
Cowboy Pilots and the Myth of the Last Frontier

katherine johnson rinGsmuth

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/RINALA.html
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Distributed for the Museum of History  
& Industry
February

AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES; PACIFIC 
NORTHWEST / ART AND CULTURE; ART / 
PHOTOGRAPHY
96 pp., 57 illus., 10 x 9 in.
$29.99 / £19.50 HB / ISBN 9780692885093

Quin’nita CoBBins,  
PauL de Barros,  

hoWard Giske, 
jaCQueLine e. a. LaWson, 
and aL “ButCh” smith jr.

Seattle on the Spot
The Photographs of Al Smith

Al Smith’s photography chronicled the jazz clubs, family gatherings, 
neighborhood events, and individuals who made up Seattle’s African Ameri-
can community in the mid-twentieth century. Seattle on the Spot features 
highlights from Smith’s legacy along with reflections from historians, schol-
ars, friends, and family members. The book is a companion to the exhibition 
at the Museum of History & Industry (MOHAI).

QUIN’NITA COBBINS is a PhD candidate at the University of Washington and 
webmaster of BlackPast.org. Her research focuses on African American 
women’s history in the Pacific Northwest. PAUL DE BARROS is the author of 
Jackson Street After Hours: The Roots of Jazz in Seattle and a former jazz 
 columnist for The Seattle Times. HOWARD GISKE is curator of photography at 
 MOHAI and long-time friend of Al Smith. JACKIE E. A. LAWSON is a historian 
and founding member of the Black Heritage Society of Washington State. 
AL “BUTCH” SMITH JR. is Al’s son. Butch received a degree in education from 
Seattle University and his PhD from the College of Education at the University 
of Washington.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/COBSEA.html
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Americans have come to expect that Hollywood celebrities will be out-
spoken advocates for social and political causes, but that wasn’t always the 
case. As Emilie Raymond shows, during the civil rights movement the Stars 
for Freedom—a handful of celebrities both black and white—risked their 
careers by crusading for racial equality, and forged the role of celebrity in 
American political culture.

Focusing on the “Leading Six” trailblazers—Harry Belafonte, Ossie Davis, 
Ruby Dee, Sammy Davis, Jr., Dick Gregory, and Sidney Poitier—Raymond 
reveals how they not only advanced the civil rights movement in front of 
the cameras, but also worked tirelessly behind the scenes, raising money 
for Martin Luther King, Jr.’s legal defense, leading membership drives for 
the NAACP, and engaging with workaday activists to boost morale. 

EMILIE RAYMOND is associate professor of history at Virginia Commonwealth 
University. She is the author of “From My Cold, Dead Hands”: Charlton Heston 
and American Politics.

“Emilie Raymond approaches this subject through a comprehensive survey 
of six black activist Hollywood celebrities and their contributions to racial 
equality. Tracing the often uneasy relationship of Hollywood with black 
identity and culture from the 1940s to the present, Stars for Freedom also 
lays a thorough foundation between film and American racial politics 
today.”—SARAH JILANI, Times Literary Supplement

Stars for Freedom
Hollywood, Black Celebrities, and the Civil Rights Movement

emiLie raymond

A Capell Family Book/ A V Ethel WIllis 
White Book
February

HISTORY / AMERICAN HISTORY;  
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES; POLITICS
352 pp., 23 photos, 6 x 9 in.
$24.95 / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295742670
EB ISBN 9780295806075

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/RAYSTA.html
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Weyerhaeuser Environmental Classics
July

HISTORY / ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY; 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; AFRICAN AMERICAN 
STUDIES
288 pp., 33 b&w illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743684
$24.00s / £15.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743691
EB ISBN 9780295743707

In the decades after World War II, the American economy entered a period 
of prolonged growth that created unprecedented affluence—but these devel-
opments came at the cost of a host of new environmental problems. Unsur-
prisingly, a disproportionate number of them, such as pollution-emitting 
factories, waste-handling facilities, and big infrastructure projects, ended 
up in communities dominated by people of color. Constrained by long-
standing practices of segregation that limited their housing and employment 
options, people of color bore an unequal share of postwar America’s envi-
ronmental burdens.

This reader collects a wide range of primary source documents on the rise 
and evolution of the environmental justice movement. The documents show 
how environmentalists in the 1970s recognized the unequal environmental 
burdens that people of color and low-income Americans had to bear, yet 
failed to take meaningful action to resolve them. Instead, activism by the 
affected communities themselves spurred the environmental justice move-
ment of the 1980s and early 1990s. By the turn of the twenty-first century, 
environmental justice had become increasingly mainstream, and issues like 
climate justice, food justice, and green-collar jobs had taken their places 
alongside the protection of wilderness as “environmental” issues.

Environmental Justice in Postwar America is a powerful tool for introducing 
students to the US environmental justice movement and the sometimes 
tense relationship between environmentalism and social justice.

CHRISTOPHER W. WELLS is professor of environmental history at Macalester 
College. He is the author of Car Country: An Environmental History.

“Environmental activists may regard Environmental Justice in Postwar 
America as absolutely essential to their work.”—ELLEN GRIFFITH SPEARS, author 
of Baptized in PCBs: Race, Pollution, and Justice in an All-American Town

“Readers interested in race and ethnic studies, as well as in social justice 
and urban studies will be drawn to Environmental Justice in Postwar Amer-
ica.”—KATHRYN MORSE, author of The Nature of Gold: An Environmental History 
of the Klondike Gold Rush

edited By  
ChristoPher W. WeLLs

Foreword by Paul S. Sutter

Environmental Justice  
in Postwar America
A Documentary Reader

Also of Interest

Car Country
$24.95 PB
9780295994291

Making 
Climate 
Change 
History
$24.00s PB
9780295741390

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WELENV.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WELCAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HOWMAK.html
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From green-lifestyle mavens who endorse products on social media to natu-
ral health activists sponsored by organic food companies, the marketplace 
for advice about how to live life naturally is better stocked than ever. Where 
did the curious idea of buying one’s way to sustainability come from?

In no small part, as Andrew Case shows, the answer lies in the story of 
entrepreneur and reformer J. I. Rodale, his son Robert Rodale, and their 
company, the Rodale Press. These pioneers of organic gardening were also 
pioneers in cultivating a niche for natural health products in the 1950s, 
organizing the emerging marketplace for organic foods in the 1960s, and 
publishing an endless supply of advice books on diet and health in the 
process.

Rodale’s marketplace environmentalism brought environmentally minded 
consumers together and taught Americans how to grow food, eat, and live 
in more environmentally friendly ways. Yet the marketplace has proved more 
effective at addressing individual health concerns than creating public 
health interventions. It is as liable to champion untested and ineffectual 
health supplements as it is to challenge the indiscriminant use of dangerous 
pesticides. For anyone trying to make sense of the complex tensions between 
business profits and the desire for environmental reform, The Organic 
Profit is essential reading.

ANDREW N. CASE is a teaching fellow in environmental science and studies at 
Washington College.

“The Organic Profit makes a significant contribution to the growing literature 
on environmental thinkers outside the wilderness preservation and resource 
conservation wings of the American environmental movement.”—ANDREW G. 
KIRK, author of Counterculture Green: The Whole Earth Catalog and American 
Environmentalism

“The Organic Profit is a provocative history. J. I. Rodale and his son Robert built 
a successful business by promoting what they considered a healthier, more 
sustainable lifestyle, and Andrew Case shows that their efforts raise impor-
tant questions about the market as a driver of environmental reform.”—ADAM 
ROME, author of The Genius of Earth Day: How a 1970 Teach-In Unexpectedly 
Made the First Green Generation

andreW n. Case
Foreword by Paul S. Sutter

Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
March

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; HISTORY / 
ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY; HEALTH
288 pp., 13 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$34.95 / £22.50 HC / ISBN 9780295743011
EB ISBN 9780295743028

The Organic Profit
Rodale and the Making of Marketplace 
Environmentalism

Also of Interest

Nature of 
California
$30.00s PB
9780295995670

Defending 
Giants
$29.95 HB
9780295999517

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CASORG.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WALNAT.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SPEDEF.html
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Culture, Place, and Nature
April

ANTHROPOLOGY; FOOD; POLITICS
272 pp., 21 b&w illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743103
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743110
EB ISBN 9780295743127

This first sustained ethnographic study of organic agriculture outside the 
United States traces its meanings, practices, and politics in two nations 
typically considered worlds apart: Latvia and Costa Rica. Situated on the 
frontiers of the European Union and the United States, these geopolitically 
and economically in-between places illustrate ways that international trea-
ties have created contradictory pressures for organic farmers.

Organic farmers in both countries build multispecies networks of biological 
and social diversity and create spaces of sovereignty within state and supra-
state governance bodies. Organic associations in Central America and East-
ern Europe face parallel challenges in balancing multiple identities as social 
movements, market sectors, and NGOs while finding their place in regions 
and nations reshaped by world events.

GUNTRA A. AISTARA is associate professor of environmental sciences and policy 
at Central European University in Budapest.

“Addresses the troubled relationship between locally meaningful organic 
practices of farming and trade demands for harmonization of legislation 
that both promise to provide markets for and constrain those practices.” 
—HEATHER PAXSON, author of The Life of Cheese: Crafting Food and Value in 
America

“Organic Sovereignties is gently provocative and covers entirely new ground. 
It goes far beyond the debates on organic certification and conventionalization 
that have preoccupied so much scholarship on organic agriculture and 
focuses instead on how imagined agrarian histories and the respective 
relationships to (post)colonial and (post)socialist states shape organic 
farmers’ subjectivities.”—JULIE GUTHMAN, author of Agrarian Dreams: The 
Paradox of Organic Farming in California

Guntra a. aistaraOrganic Sovereignties
Struggles over Farming in an Age of Free Trade

Also of Interest

Fair Trade 
from the 
Ground Up
$26.00s PB
9780295991726

Puer Tea
$30.00s PB
9780295993232

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/AISORG.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LINFAI.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ZHAPUE.html
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Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
April

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; HISTORY / 
EUROPEAN HISTORY
272 pp., 21 b&w illus., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.50 HC / ISBN 9780295743318
EB ISBN 9780295743325

The watery terrain of the Albufera Natural Park, an area ten kilometers south 
of Valencia that is widely regarded as the birthplace of paella, has long been 
prized by residents and visitors alike. Since the twentieth century, the dis-
parate visions of city dwellers, farmers, fishermen, scientists, politicians, 
and tourists have made this working landscape a site of ongoing conflict 
over environmental conservation in Europe, the future of Spain, and Valen-
cian identity.

In Cultivating Nature, Sarah Hamilton employs the Albufera’s contested 
lands and waters, which have supported and been transformed by human 
activity for a millennium, as a lens bringing regional, national, and global 
social histories into sharp focus. She argues that efforts to preserve biological 
and cultural diversity must incorporate the interests of those who live within 
heavily modified and long-exploited ecosystems such as the Albufera de 
Valencia. Shifting between local struggles and global debates, this fascinat-
ing environmental history reveals how Franco’s dictatorship, Spain’s inte-
gration with Europe, and the crisis in European agriculture have shaped the 
Albufera, its users, and its inhabitants.

SARAH R. HAMILTON is assistant professor of environmental history at Auburn 
University.

“This book should interest not only environmental historians and social 
scientists, but also every forest ranger, biologist, and agricultural expert 
concerned with the conservation of nature and biodiversity.”—TRACEY 
HEATHERINGTON, author of Wild Sardinia: Indigeneity and the Global Dream-
times of Environmentalism

“Cultivating Nature fills an important gap in the available literature on the 
conservation of working landscapes. . . . This nuanced study yields new 
perspectives and even suggests solutions to contemporary efforts to conserve 
working landscapes that are happening elsewhere.”—LINO CAMPRUBÍ, author 
of Engineers and the Making of the Francoist Regime

sarah r. hamiLton
Foreword by Paul S. Sutter

Cultivating Nature
The Conservation of a Valencian Working Landscape

Also of Interest

Wild Sardinia
$30.00s PB
9780295989990

The Rhine
$24.95s PB
9780295985008

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HAMLAK.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HEAWIL.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CIORHI.html
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Weyerhaeuser Environmental Books
April

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; ASIAN STUDIES / 
JAPAN; HISTORY
272 pp., 16 b&w illus., 3 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$35.00s / £22.50 HC / ISBN 9780295743295
EB ISBN 9780295743301

Today, Japan defends its controversial whaling expeditions by invoking 
tradition—but what was the historical reality? In examining the techniques 
and impacts of whaling during the Tokugawa period (1603–1868), Jakobina 
Arch shows that the organized, shore-based whaling that first developed 
during these years bore little resemblance to modern Japanese whaling. 
Drawing on a wide range of sources, from whaling ledgers to recipe books 
and gravestones for fetal whales, she traces how the images of whales and 
byproducts of commercial whaling were woven into the lives of people 
throughout Japan. Economically, Pacific Ocean resources were central in 
supporting the expanding Tokugawa state.

In this vivid and nuanced study of how the Japanese people brought whales 
ashore during the Tokugawa period, Arch makes important contributions 
to both environmental and Japanese history by connecting Japanese whaling 
to marine environmental history in the Pacific, including the devastating 
impact of American whaling in the nineteenth century.

JAKOBINA K. ARCH is assistant professor of history at Whitman College.

“An extraordinarily rich set of perspectives and analyses. Bringing Whales 
Ashore will appeal to both those interested in contemporary environmental 
politics as well as those interested in Japanese and environmental his-
tory.”—PHILIP C. BROWN, author of Cultivating Commons: Joint Ownership of 
Arable Land in Early Modern Japan

“Bringing Whales Ashore is a carefully researched investigation of Japan’s 
preindustrial whaling practices. Importantly, the book informs contemporary 
debates regarding Japanese whaling. Japan has based its claims to a right 
to whale in ‘tradition,’ but Bringing Whales Ashore demonstrates just how 
complex claims to ‘tradition’ can be. It makes an excellent contribution to 
Japanese history and Pacific studies more broadly.”—BRETT L. WALKER, author 
of The Lost Wolves of Japan

jakoBina k. arCh
Foreword by Paul S. Sutter

Bringing Whales Ashore
Oceans and the Environment of Early Modern Japan

Also of Interest

Whales and 
Nations
$24.95 PB
9780295995595

The Lost 
Wolves of 
Japan
$24.95s PB
9780295988146

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ARCBRI.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DORWHA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WALLOS.html
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March

ARCHITECTURE; ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
304 pp., 64 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$40.00s / £26.00 PB / ISBN 9780295743677
EB ISBN 9780295806600

As human activity and environmental change are increasingly recognized 
as intertwined phenomena on a rapidly urbanizing planet, the field of urban 
ecology has risen to offer useful ways of thinking about coupled human and 
natural systems. On the forefront of this discipline is Marina Alberti, whose 
innovative work offers a conceptual framework for uncovering fundamental 
laws that govern the complexity and resilience of cities, which she sees as 
key to understanding and responding to planetary change and the evolution 
of Earth. 

MARINA ALBERTI is professor of urban design and planning and director of the 
Urban Ecology Research Lab at the University of Washington.

“Both deep and broad, Alberti’s book offers a compelling new perspective 
that places cities in their proper context for a changing planet. With most 
of the human population moving into urban areas, rethinking the role cities 
play in their interaction with the biosphere and other Earth systems is criti-
cal. Alberti provides a deeply creative and highly original vision for how 
cities can become engines for sustainability and greater human well-being. 
This is a must-read for anyone interested in the future of cities and city 
science.”—ADAM FRANK, author of About Time: Cosmology and Culture at the 
Twilight of the Big Bang

“Cities That Think like Planets is a very bold and broad argument sup-
ported by the latest research in complexity studies. A timely and significant 
achievement.”—HILDA BLANCO, interim director of the USC Center for Sustain-
able Cities

“Reading this book is like taking a journey, discovering and gathering 
ecological concepts to tweak cities into promising human-and-nature tra-
jectories. Embrace rapid change, build on uncertainty, treasure coevolved 
hybrid links, add a pinch each of optimism, innovation, and more. Envision 
our future, transform urban planning, and, indeed, relish Alberti’s feast of 
ideas.”—RICHARD T. T. FORMAN, author of Urban Ecology: Science of Cities

marina aLBertiCities That Think like Planets
Complexity, Resilience, and Innovation  
in Hybrid Ecosystems

Also of Interest

Carbon 
Efficient City
$30.00s PB
9780295991719

Building 
Reuse
$49.95 HB
9780295742342

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ALBCIT.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HURCAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MERBUI.html
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April

ASIAN STUDIES / CHINA; ANTHROPOLOGY
324 pp., 48 color illus., 11 maps, 7 x 10 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295741673
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295741680
EB ISBN 9780295741697

Benoît vermander,  
Liz hinGLey, and  

LianG zhanG

Shanghai Sacred
The Religious Landscape of a Global City

Shanghai, a dynamic world metropolis, is home to a multitude of religions, 
from Buddhism and Islam, to Christianity and Baha’ism, to Hinduism and 
Daoism, and many more. In this city of 24 million inhabitants, new religious 
groups and older faiths together claim and reclaim spiritual space.

Shanghai Sacred explores the spaces, rituals, and daily practices that make 
up the religious landscape of the city, offering a new paradigm for the study 
of Chinese spirituality that reflects the global trends shaping Chinese culture 
and civil society.

Based on years of fieldwork, incorporating both comparative and method-
ological perspectives, Shanghai Sacred demonstrates how religions are lived, 
constructed, and thus inscribed into the social imaginary of the metropolis. 
Evocative photographs by Liz Hingley enrich and interact with the narrative, 
making the book an innovative contribution to religious visual 
ethnography.

BENOÎT VERMANDER is professor of religious studies and director of the Xu-Ricci 
Dialogue Institute at Fudan University, Shanghai. He is the author of Cor-
porate Social Responsibility in China: A Vision, an Assessment and a Blue-
print. Photographer and anthropologist LIZ HINGLEY was a visiting scholar at 
the Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences (2013–2016). She is currently 
artist-in-residence at the Human Geography Department, University College 
London, and an honorary research fellow in the Department of Philosophy 
and Theology at the University of Birmingham. LIANG ZHANG  is research 
assistant in the Institute of Religious Studies at the Shanghai Academy of 
Social Sciences.

“Vivid ethnographic descriptions and personal stories give Shanghai Sacred a 
rich texture and glimpses into many hidden corners of a highly diversified 
metropolis.”—DAVID A. PALMER, coauthor of The Religious Question in Modern 
China

“Full of evocatively described observations and revealing interviews, Shang-
hai Sacred offers an extremely rich overview of the diversity of religious 
belief and practice in contemporary Shanghai.”—RICHARD MADSEN, author 
of Democracy’s Dharma: Religious Renaissance and Political Development 
in Taiwan

Also of Interest

Building a 
Sacred 
Mountain
$60.00s HB
9780295993522

Taipei
$30.00s PB
9780295991269

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/VERSHA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LINBUI.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/ALLTAI.html
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June

ASIAN STUDIES / CHINA; WOMEN’S, GENDER, 
AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; HISTORY
280 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743462
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743479
EB ISBN 9780295743486

What was sex like in China, from imperial times through the post-Mao era? 
The answer depends, of course, on who was having sex, where they were 
located in time and place, and what kind of familial, social, and political 
structures they participated in. This collection offers a variety of perspec-
tives by addressing diverse topics such as polygamy, pornography, free 
love, eugenics, sexology, crimes of passion, homosexuality, intersexuality, 
transsexuality, masculine anxiety, sex work, and HIV/AIDS. Following a 
loose chronological sequence, the chapters examine revealing historical 
moments in which human desire and power dynamics came into play. Col-
lectively, the contributors undertake a necessary historiographic interven-
tion by reconsidering Western categorizations and exploring Chinese 
understandings of sexuality and erotic orientation.

HOWARD CHIANG is assistant professor of history at the University of California, 
Davis. He is the editor of Transgender China, Psychiatry and Chinese History, 
and Historical Epistemology and the Making of Modern Chinese Medicine. 
The contributors are Peter J. Carroll, Mirela David, Paul R. Goldin, Debby 
Chih-yen Huang, Keith McMahon, Elanah Uretsky, Ping Yao, Shana Ye, and 
Everett Yuehong Zhang.

“The most concise overview of the many variations of Chinese plural family 
arrangements I have ever read. A most intriguing investigation!”—WILLIAM 
JANKOWIAK, author of Sex, Death, and Hierarchy in a Chinese City

“This volume has the potential to serve as a field-shifter—it brings together 
important conceptual work, and it shows ways of thinking about sources 
that will be inspiring to other scholars. It is enormously exciting.”—ANN 
WALTNER, author of Getting an Heir: Adoption and the Construction of Kinship 
in Late Imperial China

edited By  
hoWard ChianG

Sexuality in China
Histories of Power and Pleasure

Also of Interest

Transforming 
Patriarchy
$30.00s PB
9780295999821

Gender and 
Chinese 
History
$30.00s PB
9780295741772

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CHISEX.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HARTRA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BOSTRA.html
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Modern Language Initiative Books
April

ASIAN STUDIES / CHINA; LITERARY STUDIES; 
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES
208 pp., 26 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743189
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743196
EB ISBN 9780295743202

Able to shape-shift and ride the clouds, wielding a magic cudgel and playing 
tricks, Sun Wukong (aka Monkey or the Monkey King) first attained superstar 
status as the protagonist of the sixteenth-century novel Journey to the West 
(Xiyou ji) and lives on in literature and popular culture internationally. In 
this far-ranging study Hongmei Sun discusses the thousand-year evolution 
of this figure in imperial China and multimedia adaptations in Republican, 
Maoist, and post-socialist China and the United States, including the film 
Princess Iron Fan (1941), Maoist revolutionary operas, online creative writ-
ings influenced by Hong Kong film A Chinese Odyssey (1995), and Gene Luen 
Yang’s graphic novel American Born Chinese.

At the intersection of Chinese studies, Asian American studies, film studies, 
and translation and adaptation studies, Transforming Monkey provides a 
renewed understanding of the Monkey King character as a rebel and trick-
ster, and demonstrates his impact on the Chinese self-conception of national 
identity as he travels through time and across borders.

HONGMEI SUN is assistant professor of modern and classical languages at 
George Mason University.

“The first monograph in English to focus entirely on adaptations of the 
Journey to the West narrative, ranging from the pre-sixteenth-century origins 
to the present day. Its analysis is quite compelling.”—CARLOS ROJAS, coeditor 
of Ghost Protocol: Development and Displacement in Global China

honGmei sunTransforming Monkey
Adaptation and Representation of a Chinese Epic

Also of Interest

Novel 
Medicine
$50.00s HB
9780295995182

The Edge of 
Knowing
$50.00s HB
9780295998992

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SUNTRA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SCHNOV.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CHAEDG.html
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Studies on Ethnic Groups in China
April

ASIAN STUDIES / TIBET; HEALTH; 
ANTHROPOLOGY
304 pp., 29 b&w illus., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295742984
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295742991
EB ISBN 9780295743004

Only fifty years ago, Tibetan medicine, now seen in China as a vibrant aspect 
of Tibetan culture, was considered a feudal vestige to be eliminated through 
government-led social transformation. Medicine and Memory in Tibet exam-
ines medical revivalism on the geographic and sociopolitical margins both 
of China and of Tibet’s medical establishment in Lhasa, exploring the work 
of medical practitioners, or amchi, and of Medical Houses in the west-central 
region of Tsang.

Due to difficult research access and the power of state institutions in the 
writing of history, the perspectives of more marginal amchi have been absent 
from most accounts of Tibetan medicine. Theresia Hofer breaks new ground 
both theoretically and ethnographically, in ways that would be impossible 
in today’s more restrictive political climate that severely limits access for 
researchers. She illuminates how medical practitioners safeguarded their 
professional heritage through great adversity and personal hardship.

THERESIA HOFER is lecturer in social anthropology at the University of Bristol. 
She is the author of The Inheritance of Change: Transmission and Practice 
of Tibetan Medicine in Ngamrin and editor of Bodies in Balance: The Art of 
Tibetan Medicine.

“Medicine and Memory in Tibet opens up for readers a sense of what it has 
meant to be a Tibetan medical practitioner during the massive political, 
economic, and sociocultural transitions of the twentieth and early twenty-
first centuries. Hofer reveals the complexities of knowledge transmission, 
the history of medical practice, and the power of local histories.”—SIENNA R. 
CRAIG, author of Healing Elements: Efficacy and the Social Ecologies of Tibetan 
Medicine

“Hofer examines aspects of the history of Tibetan medicine that have not 
been well studied, including the structure and significance of Tibetan Medi-
cal Houses. Her investigation and analysis broaden our understanding of 
the multifaceted nature of Tibetan medicine.”—DENISE M. GLOVER, coeditor 
of Explorers and Scientists in China’s Borderlands, 1880–1950

theresia hoFerMedicine and Memory in Tibet
Amchi Physicians in an Age of Reform

Also of Interest

In the Circle 
of White 
Stones
$25.00s PB
9780295999487

Bodies in 
Balance
$74.95 HB
9780295993591

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HOFMED.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/TANCIR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HOFBOD.html
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Global South Asia
April

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTH ASIA; 
ANTHROPOLOGY; POLITICS
272 pp., 21 b&w illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
Not available in South Asia
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743073
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743080
EB ISBN 9780295743097

One of the most important political transitions to occur in South Asia in 
recent decades was the ouster of Nepal’s monarchy in 2006 and the institu-
tion of a democratic secular republic in 2008. Based on extensive ethno-
graphic research between 2003 and 2015, Making New Nepal provides a 
snapshot of an activist generation’s political coming-of-age during a decade 
of civil war and ongoing democratic street protests.

Amanda Snellinger illustrates this generation’s entrée into politics through 
the stories of five young revolutionary activists as they shift to working within 
the newly established party system. She explores youth in Nepali national 
politics as a social mechanism for political reproduction and change, dem-
onstrating the dynamic nature of democracy as a radical ongoing process.

AMANDA THÉRÈSE SNELLINGER is an affiliate scholar and lecturer in South Asian 
studies at the University of Washington.

“A brilliant book that speaks to mainstream political scientists, anthropolo-
gists of policy, and South Asia and Nepal scholars.”—HEATHER HINDMAN, 
author of Mediating the Global: Expatria’s Forms and Consequences in 
Kathmandu

“Highly innovative in selecting a unique actor-oriented prism for analyzing 
the different phases of democratization. A fascinating look at how people 
take possession of democracy and how democratic procedures work in 
practice.”—JOANNA PFAFF-CZARNECKA, coeditor of Nationalism and Ethnicity 
in Nepal

amanda thérèse 
sneLLinGer

Making New Nepal
From Student Activism to Mainstream Politics

Also of Interest

Ecological 
Nationalisms
$30.00s PB
9780295993843

Banaras  
Reconstructed
$30.00s PB
9780295741994

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SNEMAK.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CEDECC.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DESBAN.html
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Korean Studies of the Henry M. Jackson 
School of International Studies
June

ASIAN STUDIES / KOREA; HISTORY
264 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295743387
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743394
EB ISBN 9780295743400

Two issues central to the transition from the Koryŏ to the Chosŏn dynasty 
in fourteenth-century Korea were social differences in ruling elites and the 
decline of Buddhism, which had been the state religion. In this revisionist 
history, Juhn Ahn challenges the long-accepted Confucian critique that 
Buddhism had become so powerful and corrupt that the state had to sup-
press it. When newly rising elites (many with strong ties to the Mongols) 
used lavish donations to Buddhist institutions to enhance their status, older 
elites defended their own adherence to this time-honored system by arguing 
that their donations were linked to virtue. This emphasis on virtue and the 
consequent separation of religion from wealth facilitated the Confucianiza-
tion of Korea and the relegation of Buddhism to the margins of public author-
ity during the Chosŏn dynasty.

JUHN Y. AHN is assistant professor of Buddhist and Korean studies at the 
University of Michigan.

“Makes important contributions and will generate excitement in the broader 
fields of East Asian Buddhist and religious studies.”—PAUL COPP, author of 
The Body Incantatory: Spells and the Ritual Imagination in Medival Chinese 
Buddhism

“Injects some fresh air into the debate on the transition from the Koryŏ to 
the Chosŏn dynasty, one of the most hotly argued topics in Korean his-
tory.”—SEM VERMEERSCH, author of The Power of the Buddhas: The Politics of 
Buddhism during the Koryŏ Dynasty (918–1392)

“This is not just a book about Buddhism, but also about the contours of 
social and political change in Koryŏ. Ahn successfully challenges many 
of the accepted notions about Buddhism and the rise of the Chosŏn 
 kingdom.”—EDWARD J. SHULTZ, professor emeritus, University of Hawai‘i at 
Manoa

juhn y. ahnBuddhas and Ancestors
Religion and Wealth in Fourteenth-Century Korea

Also of Interest

Emotions of 
Justice
$30.00s PB
9780295742694

Origins of the 
Chosŏn 
Dynasty
$30.00s PB
9780295993799

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/AHNBUD.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KIMEMO.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DUNORI.html
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Critical Dialogues in Southeast Asian 
Studies / Donald R. Ellegood 
International Publications
March

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST ASIA;  
FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES; HISTORY
184 pp., 13 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
Not available in Asia except China
$90.00x / £58.00 HC / ISBN 9780295742953
$25.00s / £16.00 PB / ISBN 9780295742960
EB ISBN 9780295742977

Arguing that our definition of Islamic journalism is too narrow, this study 
examines day-to-day journalism as practiced by Muslim professionals at 
five exemplary news organizations in Malaysia and Indonesia.

At Sabili, established as an underground publication, journalists are hired 
for their ability at dakwah, or Islamic propagation. At Tempo, a news maga-
zine banned during the Soeharto regime, the journalists do not talk much 
about sharia law; although many are pious and see their work as a manifes-
tation of worship, the Islam they practice is often viewed as progressive or 
even liberal. At Harakah reporters support an Islamic political party, while 
at Republika they practice a “journalism of the Prophet.” Secular news 
organizations, too, such as Malaysiakini, employ Muslim journalists. Janet 
Steele explores how these various publications observe universal principles 
of journalism and do so through an Islamic idiom.

JANET STEELE is associate professor of media and public affairs and interna-
tional affairs at George Washington University. She is the author of Email 
dari Amerika [Email from America] and Wars Within: The Story of Tempo, 
an Independent Magazine in Soeharto’s Indonesia.

“Shows that media practice in Muslim societies cannot be reduced into an 
ideological framework or a structural explanation [but] is a complex entan-
glement between ideology, political economy, and personal reflection on 
religious values.”—FADJAR I. THUFAIL, Research Center for Regional Resources 
of the Indonesian Institute of Sciences

“Mediating Islam examines the values [the journalists] embrace and the 
motivations, particularly the religious ones that guide their professional 
work. A very worthwhile subject.”—DAVID T. HILL, professor emeritus of South-
east Asian studies, Asian Research Centre, Murdoch University

janet steeLeMediating Islam
Cosmopolitan Journalisms in Muslim Southeast Asia

Also of Interest

Reporting for 
China
$25.00s PB
9780295741314

Living Sharia
$30.00s PB
9780295742557

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/STECOS.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/NYIREP.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DANLIV.html
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Published with the British Library
July

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST ASIA
256 pp., 8.5 x 11 in.
North American rights only
$65.00 HB / ISBN 9780295743783

Buddhist temples in Southeast Asia are centers for the preservation of local 
artistic traditions. Chief among these are manuscripts, a vital source for our 
understanding of Buddhist ideas and practices in the region. They are also 
a beautiful art form, too little understood in the West.

The British Library has one of the richest collections of Southeast Asian 
manuscripts, principally from Thailand and Burma, anywhere in the world. 
It includes finely painted copies of Buddhist scriptures, literary works, his-
torical narratives, and works on traditional medicine, law, cosmology, and 
fortune-telling. Buddhism Illuminated includes over one hundred examples 
of Buddhist art from the Library’s collection, relating each manuscript to 
Theravada tradition and beliefs, and introducing the historical, artistic, and 
religious contexts of their production. It is the first book in English to show-
case the beauty and variety of Buddhist manuscript art and reproduces many 
works that have never before been photographed.

SAN SAN MAY is curator of Burmese collections at the British Library. JANA 
IGUNMA is Henry Ginsburg Curator for Thai, Lao, and Cambodian collections 
at the British Library.

san san may and  
jana iGunma

Buddhism Illuminated
Manuscript Art from South-East Asia

Also of Interest

Mirror of the 
Buddha
$75.00 HB
9780984519026

Revolutionary 
Artist of Tibet
$75.00 HB
9780991224111

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MAYBUD.html
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March

ASIAN STUDIES / CHINA; HISTORY
190 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295743646
EB ISBN 9780295806389

Modern Language Initiative Books
March

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST ASIA;  
LITERARY STUDIES
288 pp., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
Not available in Asia except China
$30.00s / £19.50 PB / ISBN 9780295999968
EB ISBN 9780295806150

The Letter to Ren An and Sima Qian’s Legacy
stePhen durrant, Wai-yee Li, miChaeL nyLan,  
and hans van ess

Sima Qian (first century BCE), the author of Record of the Historian (Shiji), 
is China’s earliest and best-known historian, and his “Letter to Ren An” is 
the most famous letter in Chinese history. In the letter, Sima Qian explains 
his decision to finish his life’s work, the first comprehensive history of 
China, instead of honorably committing suicide following his castration 
for “deceiving the emperor.” This volume provides a full translation of the 
letter, explores issues in textual history, and shows how ideas about friend-
ship, loyalty, factionalism, and authorship encoded in the letter have far-
reaching implications for the study of China.

STEPHEN DURRANT is professor of Chinese language and literature at the Uni-
versity of Oregon; WAI-YEE LI is professor of Chinese literature at Harvard 
University; MICHAEL NYLAN is professor of history at University of California, 
Berkeley; and HANS VAN ESS is professor of sinology at Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität Munchen.

“Questioning the received understanding of the Letter’s nature, authorship 
and its relation with the Shiji, this volume, based on solid scholarship and 
scrupulously referenced, will become a must-read for anyone interested in 
the study of Sima Qian and the Shiji.”—Bulletin of Asian and African Studies 

Writing the South Seas
Imagining the Nanyang in Chinese and Southeast Asian 

Postcolonial Literature

Brian C. Bernards

Postcolonial literature about the South Seas, or Nanyang, examines the 
history of Chinese migration, localization, and interethnic exchange in 
Southeast Asia, where Sinophone settler cultures evolved independently 
by adapting to their “New World” and mingling with native cultures. Writ-
ing the South Seas explains why Nanyang encounters, neglected by most 
literary histories, should be considered crucial to the national literatures 
of China and Southeast Asia.

BRIAN BERNARDS is associate professor of East Asian languages and cultures 
at the University of Southern California. He is the coeditor of Sinophone 
Studies: A Critical Reader.

“A successful rewriting of the contours of Southeast Asian Sinophone lit-
erature and identity, which shines a deserving postcolonial light onto its 
emergent national cultures. . . . Highlighting a space that frequently chal-
lenges definition, it deserves attention from postcolonial, Southeast Asian, 
and Chinese specialists alike.”—Postcolonial Studies

New in Paperback

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BERWRI.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DURLET.html
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Distributed for Lucia | Marquand
June

ART / PAINTING; PACIFIC NORTHWEST /  
ART AND CULTURE
80 pp., 60 color illus., 10 x 11 in.
$35.00 / £22.50 HC / ISBN 9780998681795

Michael C. Spafford, one of the most respected and admired painters in the 
Northwest, has created a cohesive body of work of rare intelligence and 
power. Now professor emeritus at the University of Washington School of 
Art, he began teaching in 1963 and was an influential and provocative 
teacher. Spafford remains an active painter who has never shied away from 
bold, often brutal universal themes. The rigorous physicality and formal 
invention inherent in his work enhance the viewer’s visual understanding 
as well as the potency of the image.

Widely exhibited, awarded, and collected, Spafford is best known for his 
fascination with myths of origin and heroic endeavor. His paintings, draw-
ings, prints, and murals depict vivid episodes from epic poems and Greco-
Roman mythology: “Leda and the Swan,” The Iliad and The Odyssey, “The 
Twelve Labors of Heracles,” to mention a few. Many of these narratives were 
revisited by Spafford over time in different formats in search of a better visual 
vignette. He strips these well-known narratives to their most emblematic 
elements, depicting them in a radically abstracted form, which illuminates 
these stories in a direct and visually affecting way. This book, the first mono-
graph devoted to the artist, seeks to glimpse the breadth of Spafford’s 
explorations.

BRUCE GUENTHER is former chief curator at Portland Art Museum.

BruCe GuentherMichael C. Spafford
Epic Works

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GUEMIC.html
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African-Print Fashion Now!
A Story of Taste, Globalization, and Style

edited By suzanne Gott, krist yne s. LouGhran,  
Betsy d. QuiCk, and LesLie W. raBine

African-Print Fashion Now! introduces visitors to a dynamic and diverse 
African dress tradition and the increasingly interconnected fashion worlds 
that it inhabits: “popular” African-print styles created by local seamstresses 
and tailors across the continent; international runway fashions designed 
by Africa’s newest generation of couturiers; and boundary-breaking, trans-
national, and youth styles favored in Africa’s urban centers. All feature the 
colorful, boldly designed, manufactured cotton textiles that have come to 
be known as “African-print cloth.”

The book tells the global stories of these textiles—the early history of the 
print cloth trade in West and Central Africa, the expansion of production 
following independence movements, and the increasing popularity of Asian-
made print cloth today. Black-and-white studio portraits illuminate print 
fashions of the 1960s and 1970s, while works by contemporary artists incor-
porate African print to convey evocative messages about heritage, hybridity, 
displacement, and aspiration. Throughout the volume, African-print fash-
ions are considered as creative responses to key historical moments and the 
imaginings of Africa in the future.

Distributed for Fowler Museum at UCLA
February

ART HISTORY / AFRICAN ART; ART / TEXTILES
304 pp., 363 illus., 333 in color, 9 x 12 in.
$45.00 / £29.00 PB / ISBN 9780990762638

Distributed for Art Gallery of New South 
Wales / Published in association with the 
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam
February

ART HISTORY / EUROPEAN ART
212 pp., 90 color illus., 8 x 10 in.
North American rights only
$45.00 HC / ISBN 9781741741322

Rembrandt and the Dutch Golden Age
Masterpieces from the Rijksmuseum

Gerdien Wuestman

At the time, the art of the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic was admired 
and sought after far beyond the country’s borders. To this day, works by 
painters such as Rembrandt, Frans Hals, and Johannes Vermeer are among 
the most prized in many museums. The outstanding quality, wholly indi-
vidual character of the art and the huge output of paintings and prints in 
this period are unique in history.

This book introduces the work of the greatest artists of the Dutch golden 
age, an era of unparalleled wealth, power and cultural confidence. It pres-
ents a vivid and compelling panorama of a place and period, from tranquil 
landscapes, symbol-laden still-lifes, the colorful life of the cities and the 
characters of the people to maritime power.

Beautifully illustrated and designed, and written in an engaging and acces-
sible style, Rembrandt and the Dutch Golden Age enlightens readers on the 
artists, the art, and the times. The seventy-eight artworks by some fifty 
artists are organized in themes: meeting the Dutch; inside and outside the 
town walls; across the oceans; the home and the inn; Rembrandt, master 
of light and shade; tales from the past; and arrangements of life and death.

GERDIEN WUESTMAN has worked as a researcher at the University of Utrecht, the 
Rijksprentenkabinet, and the Department of Paintings at the Rijksmuseum 
in Amsterdam.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WUEREM.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GOTAFR.html
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Distributed for UCLA Chicano Studies 
Research Center Press
July

LATINO/A STUDIES
240 pp., 12 b&w illus., 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £13.00 PB / ISBN 9780895511690

Distributed for the Peabody Essex Museum
March

ART HISTORY / NATIVE AMERICAN AND 
INDIGENOUS ART; NATIVE AMERICAN AND 
INDIGENOUS STUDIES
246 pp., 108 illus., 84 in color, 9 x 11.5 in.
$55.00 / £35.50 HB / ISBN 9780875772332

The Aztlán Mexican Studies Reader,  
1974–2016
edited and introduCed By héCtor CaLderón 

This set of essays explores the ongoing cultural and political connections 
between Chicana/o and Mexican history. Edited and introduced by Héctor 
Calderón, The Aztlán Mexican Studies Reader, 1974–2016 presents thirteen 
previously published essays together with three essays written specifically 
for this collection, making a rigorous case for the contributions of Chicana/o 
studies to the transnational study of Mexico. 

The first essay, by Tomás Almaguer, which was also the first to be published, 
sets the stage with a historical overview that relates how the Chicano move-
ment was rooted in the soil of conquest and colonialism in Mexico. Subse-
quent essays discuss a range of topics that stress interconnections between 
Chicana/os and Mexicans: transborder issues such as immigration and 
labor; Chicana/o and Mexican fiction; femicide and racism in Mexico and 
their reverberations on both sides of the border; and the development of 
Mexican art forms—including muralism, cinema, and music—in Mexico and 
the United States.

HÉCTOR CALDERÓN is chair and professor in the Department of Spanish and 
Portuguese and the César E. Chávez Department of Chicana and Chicano 
Studies at the University of California, Los Angeles. His most recent book is 
Narratives of Greater Mexico.

T.C. Cannon
At the Edge of America

edited By karen kramer

T.C. Cannon is one of the most influential and inventive Native American 
artists of the twentieth century. At work during the socially and politically 
turbulent 1960s and 1970s, Cannon created a signature visual vocabulary 
influenced by his Kiowa and Caddo heritage, and artists such as Vincent 
van Gogh, Henri Matisse, and Robert Rauschenberg. In this vividly illus-
trated book, Cannon’s paintings, prints, and drawings are illuminated along-
side his poems and song lyrics. Meticulously researched, T.C. Cannon: At 
the Edge of America provides an intimate glimpse into the artist’s life and 
work through art historical and interdisciplinary essays from scholars, paint-
ers, and those who knew him, and includes newly published personal 
ephemera, photographs, and both handwritten and typewritten manuscript 
pages. A special selection of original poetry from Native poets Joy Harjo, 
Sherwin Bitsui, Joan Naviyuk Kane, and Santee Frazier celebrates the artist’s 
legacy and his ongoing inspiration. The publication accompanies a touring 
exhibition.

KAREN KRAMER is curator of Native American and Oceanic art and culture at 
the Peabody Essex Museum in Salem, Massachusetts. Kramer is the curator 
and editor of Native Fashion Now: North American Indian Style and Shape-
shifting: Transformations in Native American Art.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KRATCC.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CALAZT.html
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Distributed for LM Publishers
February

ARCHITECTURE; HISTORY
264 pp., 236 illus., 198 in color, 7 x 9.5 in.
North American rights only
$29.50s HC / ISBN 9789460224669

Kas di Shon
Plantation Houses on Curacao: Past and Present

sandra van noord

Driving through Curaçao’s landscapes, the old plantation houses are visible 
from afar. The houses speak to us of a past long gone. A past in which plan-
tations, homegrown food, cattle breeding, salt production, and slavery were 
a true daily reality. These houses have lost their original functions and the 
farming was never of much merit. Most of the houses have new owners who 
have turned them into offices, hotels, galleries, or private residences.

This book contains the stories of eighteen plantation houses, and special 
care has been taken to include those that allow visitors. Kas di Shon answers 
questions such as: Who used to live there? What was grown here and who 
provided the necessary labor? How did plantation houses get their names 
and why are almost all of them yellow? And what are they used for now?

Filled with old and new photographs, this book is a must-have for anyone 
who wants to take a closer look at Curaçao’s plantation houses.

Distributed for LM Publishers
April

NATURAL HISTORY
480 pp., 350 color illus., 7.5 x 10 in.
North American rights only
$64.50s HC / ISBN 9789460224386

Natural History and Ecology of Suriname
edited By Bart de dijn

Natural History and Ecology of Suriname offers a unique overview of the 
remarkable nature of this diverse and beautiful country. The book showcases 
more than 200 fascinating tropical plant and animal species, making it an 
indispensable guide for anyone wanting to explore Suriname’s remarkable 
flora and fauna. It also provides an introduction to the country’s history, 
geology, climate, ecosystems, and more.

WWF Guianas is part of the international WWF network, which has been 
supporting conservation work in Suriname since the 1960s. WWF’s shared 
mission is to stop the degradation of our planet's natural environment and 
build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature. 

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DEDNAT.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/VANKAS.html
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Distributed for LM Publishers
April

ART / TEXTILES; ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST 
ASIA
192 pp., 210 illus., 130 in color, 9.5 x 11 in.
North American rights only
$49.50s HC / ISBN 9789460224478

Flowers from Universe
Textiles of Java

aLit djajasoeBrata

Flowers from Universe: Textiles of Java is based, first and foremost, on the 
memories and associations of Alit Djajasoebrata. Djajasoebrata grew up 
in a close-knit West Javanese family and frequently came into contact with 
batik, mostly in the form of the highly prized batikked hipcloths. Her 
female relatives used these hipcloths to indirectly express their personal 
attitudes about their surroundings and distinguish themselves from other 
women. Djajasoebrata learned to associate batik patterns and their colors 
with specific social occasions and individual moods, and became fasci-
nated by how women spoke about them. The association of certain textiles 
with the history, mythology, and music in Java’s culture proved to be natural 
and self-evident.

As a curator Indonesia in the Wereldmuseum Rotterdam, which, because 
of its unique history, is rich in textiles from Java, Djajasoebrata found the 
opportunity to scientifically research and develop these impressions from 
her youth.

Distributed for LM Publishers
February

ART / PAINTING
192 pp., 82 color illus., 6.5 x 9.5 in.
North American rights only
$29.50s HC / ISBN 9789460224485

Fendry Ekel
Entries

edited By astrid honoLd

Fendry Ekel: Entries is a comprehensive monograph, with contributions by 
several international art historians, looking at the painter’s recent work on 
canvas from 2011 to 2015.

The first chapter, “Chess Problems: On the Paintings of Fendry Ekel,” is an 
introduction to Ekel’s work by Christophe Van Gerrewey. It addresses Ekel’s 
aesthetic thinking as well as the artistic strategies he applies when dealing 
with images. The rest of the book consists of essays by ten art historians, 
one curator, and one artist. All of the contributors are colleagues of Astrid 
Honold and have been matched with a particular painting from Ekel’s oeuvre 
and invited to write about that specific painting referencing Van Gerrewey’s 
observations. This adaptation of the traditional catalogue entry, a concise 
commissioned text on one specific artwork, allows for an in-depth study of 
Ekel’s practice, based on phenomenological facts and brings together mul-
tiple perspectives as well as theoretical approaches.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HONFEN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DJAFLO.html
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Distributed for Silkworm Books
February

ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST ASIA
280 pp., 18 illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
Not available in Southeast Asia
$45.00s / £29.00 PB/ ISBN 9786162151415

Dreams of Prosperity
Inequality and Integration in Southeast Asia

edited By siLvia viGnato

This fresh and unusual collection offers a critical reflection on Southeast 
Asia as a progressively integrated space of production, exchange, and cir-
culation within and beyond national boundaries. The essays describe the 
successful or unsuccessful entry of specific individuals or groups into wider 
markets and networks in their quest for prosperity—in Thailand, by Lua 
peasant farmers, slum families, the last century’s teak laborers, and ethnic 
tour hosts; in Indonesia, by communities resisting environmental destruc-
tion and the urban poor; and in Vietnam, by human trafficking returnees. 
The authors examine how these groups are socially and symbolically defined 
and redefined in the process of integration and the sense-making effort that 
characterizes many destitute people in urban contexts.

SILVIA VIGNATO is associate professor in anthropology at Università di Milano-
Bicocca and chief editor of Antropologia. Contributors are Matteo Carlo 
Alcano, Amnuayvit Thitibordin, Monika Arnez, Giuseppe Bolotta, Olivier 
Evrard, Karnrawee Sratongno, Runa Lazzarino, Manoj Potapohn, Amalia 
Rossi, Sakkarin Na Nan, and Silvia Vignato.

Distributed for Silkworm Books
February

ART HISTORY / ASIAN ART
304 pp., 180 color illus., 6 x 8 in.
Not available in Southeast Asia
$35.00s / £22.50 PB/ ISBN 9786162151378

Buddhism and Buddhist Art
An Illustrated Introduction

CharLes F. ChiCareLLi

Over 180 color photographs from temples, museums, historical sites, and 
private collections enhance this attractive survey of the Buddhist art of India, 
Central Asia, China, Korea, Japan, Nepal, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Burma (Myan-
mar), Indonesia, Cambodia, Thailand, and Vietnam. It presents the life story 
and teachings of Sakyamuni Buddha, founder of Buddhism, as shown in 
paintings, sculptures, and other works of art, and explores the major schools 
of Buddhism—Theravada, Mahayana, Vajrayana, Zen—and the styles and 
characteristics of the Buddhas, bodhisattvas, deities, and other images seen 
in their art.

Everyone interested in Buddhist art and its enduring significance will find 
this volume a useful reference for the study and appreciation of the various 
gestures, poses, and artistic elements seen in Buddhist art through the ages.

CHARLES F. CHICARELLI, a long-time resident of Thailand, has been studying 
the many schools of Buddhism and their art for over forty years.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CHIBBA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/VIGDRE.html
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Distributed for Lost Horse Press
April

LITERATURE / POETRY
78 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.50 PB / ISBN 9780998196367

Distributed for Lost Horse Press
April

LITERATURE / POETRY
76 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.50 PB / ISBN 9780998196381

Distributed for Lost Horse Press
April

LITERATURE / POETRY
80 pp., 8.5 x 5.5 in.
$18.00 / £11.50 PB / ISBN 9780998196374

What Does Not Return
tami haaLand

What Does Not Return  examines 
dementia and caregiving against the 
expansive backdrop of the rural 
inland West. Through a process of 
loss and letting go, the poems turn 
away from “what cannot be undone” 
in favor of what the present moment 
reveals through dreams, art, and 
encounters with animals.

TAMI HAALAND  is the author of two 
previous books of poetry: When We 
Wake in the Night,  and  Breath in 
Every Room, winner of the Nicholas 
Roerich First Book Award. Her 
poems have appeared in The Journal 
of Feminist Studies in Religion, 
High Desert Journal, Consequence, 
Ascent, The Ecopoetry Anthol ogy,  
and many other periodicals and 
anthologies. She was the recipient 
of an Artist Innovation Award from 
Montana Arts Council, has served 
as Montana’s Poet Laureate and 
teaches at Montana State University, 
Billings.

Post and Rail
eriCa Funkhouser

The formal deftness of these  
couplets—three per page of almost 
exactly the same length which are, 
yes, a set of fence rails. The collec-
tion’s personal—at least historically 
personal—family history, in which 
we get to know an ever more silent 
coal miner father and an eerily 
silent-but-communicative mother, 
as well as the fences, literal and 
figurative, that keep them separate 
and together. Add to this certain 
aspects of astronomical physics 
(black holes, the big bang, the sound 
of the universe speaking), and the 
book is both modest and immensely 
ambitious.

ERICA FUNKHOUSER  is the author of 
many books, including Earthly, Pur-
suit, and Sure Shot and Other Poems. 
Her poems have appeared in The  
New Yorker, The Atlantic, Plough-
shares, The Paris Review, and 
Poetry. Funkhouser was honored as 
a Literary Light by the Boston Pub-
lic Library in 2002 and in 2007 she 
received a Guggenheim Fellowship 
in Poetry. She lives in Essex, Massa-
chusetts, and teaches at MIT.

Caribou
thomas mitCheLL

Caribou is Thomas Mitchell’s second 
full-length collection of poetry. The 
poems are humble, straightforward, 
generous, and range from the sub-
lime to the mysterious, always  
with lyrical clarity. In poet Dennis 
Schmitz’s words, “These poems live 
in the implicit, in hints and not-
quite-kept secrets.” Thomas Mitchell 
has an unswerving purpose in these 
poems, and he shares it with us.

THOMAS MITCHELL studied writing at 
California State University, Sacra-
mento where he received his MA in 
English, and worked with the poet, 
Dennis Schmitz. He received his MFA 
in Creative Writing from the Uni-
versity of Montana, where he stud-
ied with Richard Hugo, Madeline 
DeFrees, and William Kittredge. His 
poems and essays have appeared in 
numerous journals and anthologies. 
He taught middle school in Southern 
Oregon for 31 years, and now can be 
found walking the beaches along the 
Oregon coast.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MITCAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/FUNPOS.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HAAWHA.html
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Distributed for Lynx House Press
February

LITERATURE / POETRY
200 pp., 6 x 8.5 in.
$30.00s / £19.50 HC / ISBN 9780899241593
$22.95 / £15.00 PB / ISBN 9780899241586

Promises
Poems New and Selected

ray amorosi

Ray Amorosi’s poems are beyond unusual; they are unique. Their blending 
of speed and stillness, their strange freewheeling way with punctuation 
and all forms of predictable usage, and the blinding freshness and honesty 
of their discoveries have no precise equal in contemporary American poetry. 
This book brings together the best from his five previous volumes and offers 
a trove of new work that is sure to astonish.

RAY AMOROSI was born and grew up in Boston. He has graduate degrees from 
Michigan State University and the University of Massachusetts. His previous 
books of poetry include Lazarus, Gnawing on a Thin Man, In Praise, Flim 
Flam, and A Generous Wall. He presently lives in Marshfield Hills, Massa-
chusetts, close by a river and the sea.

“What do we look for in poetry? For my part, I know that I want emotional 
authenticity, integrity with respect to truth, and a backlog of experience that 
brings wealth and weight to the language. Ray Amorosi has given us a book 
that satisfies these desires amply, again and again, surprising us with its 
fierce rightness, its dark humor, its fundamental humanity.”—DAVID YOUNG, 
author of Field of Light and Shadow

Distributed for Lynx House Press
February

LITERATURE / POETRY
68 pp., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$16.95 / £11.00 PB / ISBN 9780899241609

The Cartographer’s Melancholy
Poems

david axeLrod

Fate, stillness, travel, will, and the deep bruise of individual history as it 
becomes political history all shape David Axelrod’s classic book, originally 
published in 2005. In a language extraordinarily lean and fresh, Axelrod 
shows what it would be like to be truly alive to the nuance of events, struc-
tures, and the declarations of those who are in or out of power. This is an 
unusual and moving book.

DAVID AXELROD has published eight collections of poems and a collection of 
non-fiction, Troubled Intimacies. He teaches at Eastern Oregon University, 
where he directs the Ars Poetica Lecture Series and edits—along with Jodi 
Varon—the award-winning basalt: a journal of fine and literary arts.

“Do you not see how necessary a world of pains and troubles is to school 
an intelligence and make it a soul?” Keats asked in a letter to his family.   
David Axelrod in The Cartographer’s Melancholy maps that pilgrimage.  He 
follows the refugee road with its transcendence, resignation, and dark dra-
matic histories, and within each poem he makes the important discoveries, 
the ones that counterpoise suffering against the world’s beauty.—SANDRA 
ALCOSSER, author of The Blue Vein

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/AXECAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/AMOPRO.html
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Distributed for Willow Springs Books
February

LITERATURE / POETRY
66 pp., 6.5 x 8.5 in.
$16.95 / £11.00 PB / ISBN 9780983231721

Heart of the Rat
An Anthology

edited By ChristoPher hoWeLL

The anthology contains work from former Washington State Poet Laureate 
Kathleen Flenniken, two-time Pushcart Prize winner Ellen Bass, as well as 
Spokane poets Maya Zeller, Tim Greenup, and others. This book is the first 
in Willow Springs Books’ Zodiac Poetry Series. Each year we plan to publish 
an anthology of poetry and short prose that focuses on a different animal. 
The first in the Chinese Zodiac is the rat, a complex figure “that has become 
terrible, mythic, and beatific by turns in our literature and in our lives.”

CHRISTOPHER HOWELL is professor of English and creative writing at Eastern 
Washington University.

Distributed for Willow Springs Books
February

LITERATURE / FICTION
157 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$19.95 / £13.00 PB / ISBN 9780999005002

Ventriloquisms
jaCLyn Watterson

Secretion. Excretion. Severed limbs, lost animals, and porcelain teeth. In 
these twenty-four radical works of female (dis)embodiment and creation—
cries from the dark filtered through the fitful voices of a ventriloquist’s 
doll—Watterson invites readers to explore a defamiliarized world that is 
only as horrifying as our own.

JACLYN WATTERSON is left-handed, vegetarian, and of choleric temperament. 
She makes her home with novelist Michael Shou-Yung Shum in New York. 
Originally from Connecticut, she holds an MFA from Oregon State University 
and a PhD from the University of Utah. Her work has appeared in Puerto 
del Sol, Western Humanities Review, PANK, North Dakota Quarterly, and 
CURA, among other publications. Ventriloquisms is her debut collection of 
short fiction.

“Harrowing, subversive, and gorgeously provocative, Jaclyn Watterson's 
brilliant flashes of fiction interrogate what it means to have a self, a soul, a 
life, a body.”—MELANIE RAE Thon, author of Silence and Song

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/WATVEN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HOWHEA.html
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Distributed for UBC Press
May

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
152 pp., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$75.00x HC / ISBN 9780774837286

Distributed for UBC Press
March

ANTHROPOLOGY; PACIFIC NORTHWEST / 
HISTORY; NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS 
STUDIES 
308 pp., 7 illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836678

Distributed for UBC Press
May

PACIFIC NORTHWEST; NATURAL HISTORY
544 pp., 200 illus., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$39.95s HC / ISBN 9780774890106

Reconsidering Radical 
Feminism
Affect and the Politics of 
Heterosexuality
jessiCa joy Cameron

What’s the right way to be a femi-
nist? Reconsidering Radical Femi-
nism is not only a clear, precise 
summary of late twentieth-century 
feminist debates about the politics 
of heterosexuality. It’s also an exam-
ination of how we become invested 
in arguments that position us as 
 particular kinds of feminists—and 
as gendered subjects. Through the 
lens of post-structuralism, queer 
theory, and affect theory, Jessica Joy 
Cameron investigates the legacy of 
the passionate dispute between 
radical feminism and sex-positive 
feminism. In doing so, she reveals 
the timeliness of her subject as 
contemporary policies about sexual 
assault, consent, and safe spaces 
come under scrutiny.

JESSICA JOY CAMERON  is a feminist 
theorist and visual artist. Her video 
and performance art has been exhib-
ited across Canada and in the United 
States and Europe.

Before and After  
the State
Politics, Poetics, and People(s)  
in the Pacific Northwest
aLLan k. mcdouGaLL,  
Lisa PhiLiPs, and danieL L. 
BoxBerGer

The creation of the Canada–US bor-
der is often presented as a tale of 
two nations, but beyond the macro-
political dynamics is the experience 
of individuals. Before and After the 
State examines the imposition of a 
border across a region that already 
held a vibrant, highly complex soci-
ety and dynamic trading networks. 
The authors explore fundamental 
questions of state formation, social 
transformation, and the (re)con-
struction of identity to expose how 
the devices and myths of nation 
building affect people’s lives.

ALLAN K. M CDOUGALL  is professor 
emeritus in the Department of 
Political Science at the University 
of Western Ontario. LISA PHILIPS is 
professor emerita at the University 
of Alberta. DANIEL L. BOXBERGER is pro-
fessor of anthropology at Western 
Washington University.

The Birds of 
Vancouver Island’s 
West Coast
adrian dorst

The rugged physical beauty of the 
west coast of Vancouver Island has 
long been a major attraction, but its 
distinctive avian population has 
also made it a major bird-watching 
destination. The Birds of Vancouver 
Island’s West Coast  presents 
accounts of all of the species thus 
far recorded as occurring in the 
region—360 in total—and updates 
the 231 species recorded up to 1978. 
Each account includes a brief intro-
duction to the species and an over-
view of its total range. The essential 
guide to the birds of the region, this 
book will inform, delight, and sur-
prise amateur and professional  
birders alike.

ADRIAN DORST is a retired freelance 
nature photographer and a some-
times field ornithologist who still 
works as a birding guide out of 
Tofino.

New from UBC Press

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DORBIR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MCDBEF.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CAMREC.html
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Distributed for UBC Press
April

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
LAW
230 pp., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836579

Otter’s Journey 
through Indigenous 
Language and Law
Lindsay keeGitah BorroWs

Indigenous languages and laws  
need bodies to live in. When we bring 
language back to life, it becomes 
a medium for developing human 
relationships. Likewise, when laws 
are written on people’s hearts, they 
are truly revitalized. Otter’s Journey 
employs Anishinaabe storytelling to 
explore how Indigenous language 
revitalization can inform Indigenous 
legal revitalization. In this book, Otter 
journeys across the globe to compare 
Indigenous struggles toward self-
determination and reveals that the 
processes, philosophies, and stan-
dards of decision making held within 
Indigenous languages and laws can 
emerge from the layers of nation-state 
laws, policies, and language to guide 
contemporary life.

LINDSAY KEEGITAH BORROWS is a staff 
lawyer at West Coast Environ-
mental Law in Vancouver. She is 
Anishinaabe and a member of the 
Chippewas of Nawash First Nation 
in Ontario.

Distributed for UBC Press
April

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
LAW
224 pp., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$32.95x PB / ISBN 9780774880213

Aboriginal Peoples 
and the Law
A Critical Introduction
james reynoLds

As part of the process of heal-
ing and reparation, the Truth and 
 Reconciliation Commission urged a 
better understanding of Aboriginal 
law for all Canadians. This book out-
lines significant legal developments 
in straightforward, nontechnical 
language. Reynolds provides the 
historical context needed to under-
stand the relationship between 
Indigenous peoples and settlers and 
explains key topics such as sover-
eignty, treaties, fiduciary duties, 
the honor of the Crown, Aboriginal 
rights and title, the duty to consult, 
Indigenous laws, and international 
declarations. He concludes that poli-
ticians need to take responsibility 
for this crucial aspect of building a 
just society.

JAMES REYNOLDS is associate counsel 
with Mandell Pinder LLP, Vancou-
ver, and former general counsel for 
the Musqueam Indian Band. 

Distributed for UBC Press
June

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; POLITICS
232 pp., 16 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$24.95 PB / ISBN 9780774890267

Breaching the Peace
The Site C Dam and a Valley’s 
Stand against Big Hydro
sarah katharine Cox
foreword by alex neve

Breaching the Peace tells the story of 
the ordinary citizens who stood up 
to the most expensive megaproject 
in BC history and the government-
sanctioned bullying that propelled 
it forward. Starting in 2013, Cox trav-
elled to the Peace River Valley to talk 
to locals about the Site C dam and BC 
Hydro’s claim that the clean energy 
project was urgently needed. She dis-
covered farmers, First Nations, and  
scientists caught up in a modern-day 
David and Goliath battle to save the 
valley, their farms, and traditional 
lands from wholesale destruction. 
Told in frank and moving prose, their 
stories stand as a much-needed cau-
tionary tale at a time when concerns 
about global warming have helped 
justify a renaissance of environ-
mentally irresponsible hydro mega-
projects around the world.

SARAH KATHARINE COX  is an award-
winning journalist who writes about 
energy and the environment.

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/COXBRE.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/REYABO.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/BOROTT.html
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Alan Caswell Collier,  
Relief Stiff
An Artist’s Letters from Depression-Era 
British Columbia
Peter neary
April

ART HISTORY; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
416 pp., 93 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$45.00x HC / ISBN 9780774834988

Be Wise! Be Healthy!
Morality and Citizenship in Canadian 
Public Health Campaigns
Catherine Carstairs, Bethany 
PhiLPott, and sara WiLmshurst
June

HEALTH; HISTORY
310 pp., 17 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774837187

Buying Happiness
The Emergence of Consumer 
Consciousness in English Canada
Bettina Liverant
April

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
288 pp., 10 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774835138

By Law or In Justice
The Indian Specific Claims Commission 
and the Struggle for Indigenous Justice
jane diCkson
May

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; LAW
256 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95x HC / ISBN 9780774880053
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774880060

Caring for the Low German 
Mennonites
How Religious Beliefs and Practices 
Influence Health Care
judith C. kuLiG
July

HEALTH
150 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$75.00x HC / ISBN 9780774880152

Class Actions in Canada
The Promise and Reality of Access  
to Justice
jasmink a k aLajdziC
May

LAW
224 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774837880

The Constant Liberal
Pierre Trudeau, Organized Labour, and 
the Canadian Social Democratic Left
Christo aivaLis
April

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY; POLITICS
296 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774837132

A Family Matter
Citizenship, Conjugal Relationships, 
and Canadian Immigration Policy
meGan GauCher
May

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
LAW; POLITICS
208 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836425

Gender, Power, and 
Representations of Cree Law
emiLy snyder
March

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
272 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774835688

Governing Irregular 
Migration
Bordering Culture, Labour, and Security 
in Spain
david moFFette
February

LAW; POLITICS
244 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836128

A Healthy Society, Updated 
and Expanded Edition
How a Focus on Health Can Revive 
Canadian Democracy
ryan meiLi
foreword by andré picard
March

HEALTH; POLITICS
216 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$27.95s PB / ISBN 9780774880268

Intercultural Deliberation 
and the Politics of Minority 
Rights
r. e. LoWe-WaLker
February

POLITICS
198 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$75.00x HC / ISBN 9780774832847

Lived Fictions
Unity and Exclusion in Canadian 
Politics
john Grant
March

POLITICS
276 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836470

Making Men, Making 
History
Canadian Masculinities across Time 
and Place
edited By Peter GossaGe  
and roBert rutherdaLe
June

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
456 pp., 58 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$125.00x HC / ISBN 9780774835633

One Hundred Years of 
Struggle
The History of Women and the Vote  
in Canada
joan sanGster
April

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
224 pp., 38 illus., 5.5 x 8.5 in.
$32.95s HC / ISBN 9780774835336

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/NEAALA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/CARBEW.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LIVBUY.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/DICBYL.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KULCAR.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/KALCLA.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/AIVCON.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GAUFAM.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SNYGEN.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MOFGOV.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/MEIHE2.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/LOWINT.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GRALIV.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/GOSMAK.html
http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/SANONE.html
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Practising Community-
Based Participatory 
Research
Stories of Engagement, Empowerment, 
and Mobilization
shauna mackinnon
March

EDUCATION
272 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774880107

Representation in Action
Canadian MPs in the Constituencies
royCe kooP, heather Bastedo, 
and keLLy BLidook
March

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
174 pp., 11 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$75.00 HC / ISBN 9780774836975

Sovereignty and Command 
in Canada–US Continental 
Air Defence, 1940–57
riChard Goette
April

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
272 pp., 21 illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836876

The Terrific Engine
Income Taxation and the 
Modernization of the Canadian 
Political Imaginary
david touGh
April

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY; POLITICS
240 pp., 10 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774836777

Thumbing a Ride
Hitchhikers, Hostels, and 
Counterculture in Canada
Linda mahood
July

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
320 pp., 34 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774837330

Who Controls the Hunt?
First Nations, Treaty Rights, and 
Wildlife Conservation in Ontario,  
1783–1939
david CaLverLey
March

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
224 pp., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$89.95x HC / ISBN 9780774831338
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Distributed for UBC Press
February

ASIAN STUDIES / CHINA
240 pp., 20 illus., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834100

Distributed for UBC Press
March

ASIAN STUDIES; ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
316 pp., 22 illus., 4 maps, 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774832908

Beyond the Amur
Frontier Encounters between China 
and Russia, 1850–1930
viCtor zatsePine

Beyond the Amur describes the 
 distinctive frontier society that 
emerged in the Amur, a river region 
that shifted between Qing China and 
imperial Russia as the two empires 
competed for resources. Official his-
tories depict the Amur as a distant 
battleground caught between rival 
empires. Zatsepine, by contrast, 
views it as a unified natural econ-
omy populated by Chinese, Russian, 
Indigenous, Japanese, Korean, Man-
chu, and Mongol people who crossed 
the border in search of work or trade 
and who came together to survive in 
a harsh physical environment. This 
colorful account of a region and its 
people highlights the often over-
looked influence of frontier develop-
ments on state politics and imperial 
policies and histories.

VICTOR ZATSEPINE is assistant profes-
sor of modern Chinese history at the 
University of Connecticut.

Empire and 
Environment in the 
Making of Manchuria
edited By norman smith

For centuries, some of the world’s 
largest empires fought for sover-
eignty over the resources of North-
east Asia. This compelling analysis 
of the region’s environmental his tory 
examines the interplay of climate 
and competing imperial interests in 
a vibrant—and violent—cultural 
 narrative. Families that settled this 
borderland reaped its riches while at 
the mercy of an unforgiving and 
hotly contested landscape. As Chi-
na’s strength as a world leader con-
tinues to grow, this volume invites 
exploration of the indelible links 
between empire and environment—
and shows how the geopolitical 
future of this global economic pow-
erhouse is rooted in its past.

NORMAN SMITH is professor of history 
at the University of Guelph. Contrib-
utors: David A. Bello, Blaine Chias-
son, Annika A. Culver, Loretta E. 
Kim, Diana Lary, Kathryn Meyer, 
Wang Ning, Norman Smith, Ronald 
Suleski, and Sun Xiaoping

Distributed for UBC Press
March

POLITICS; LAW
670 pp., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774832441

Contemporary Slavery
Popular Rhetoric and Political 
Practice
edited By annie BuntinG  
and joeL Quirk

Contemporary slavery has emerged 
as a source of fascination and a 
spur to political mobilization. This 
volume brings together experts to 
explore how the language of slav-
ery has been invoked to support a 
series of government interventions, 
activist projects, legal instruments, 
and rhetorical and visual perfor-
mances. However well-intentioned 
these interventions might be, they 
remain subject to a host of limi-
tations and complications. Recent 
efforts to combat slavery are too 
often sensationalist, self-serving, 
and superficial; and end up failing 
the test of speaking truth to power.

ANNIE BUNTING is associate professor of 
law and society at York University 
and deputy director of the Harriet 
Tubman Institute on Research on 
Africa and Its Diasporas. JOEL QUIRK  
is professor of political studies at the 
University of the Wit watersrand. 

New in Paperback
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Distributed for UBC Press
February

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; HISTORY / 
CANADIAN HISTORY
324 pp., 56 illus., 3 maps, 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834193

Distributed for UBC Press
July

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES; 
FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES
220 pp., 14 illus., 5.5 x 7.5 in.
US rights only
$30.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835091

Distributed for UBC Press
April

HISTORY; POLITICS
388 pp., 23 illus., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834940

British Columbia 
by the Road
Car Culture and the Making 
of a Modern Landscape
Ben BradLey

Bradley takes readers on a jour-
ney through the history of roads, 
highways, and motoring in British 
Columbia’s Interior, a remote land-
scape composed of plateaus and 
interlocking valleys, soaring moun-
tains and treacherous passes. Chal-
lenging the idea that the automobile 
offered travelers the freedom of the 
road and a view of unadulterated 
nature, Bradley shows that boost-
ers, businessmen, conservationists, 
and public servants manipulated 
what drivers and passengers could 
and should view from the comfort 
of their vehicles. Although cars 
and roads promised freedom, they 
offered drivers a curated view of  
the landscape that shaped the prov-
ince’s image in the eyes of residents 
and visitors alike.

BEN BRADLEY is a Grant Notley Post-
doctoral Fellow in the Department 
of History and Classics at the Uni-
versity of Alberta.

We Interrupt This 
Program
Indigenous Media Tactics in 
Canadian Culture
miranda j. Brady and 
john m. h. keLLy

We Interrupt This Program tells the 
story of how Indigenous people are 
using media tactics or interven-
tions to disrupt Canada’s national 
narratives and rewrite them from 
Indigenous perspectives. Accounts of 
strategically chosen moments such 
as survivor testimonies at the Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission com-
bined with conversations with CBC 
reporter Duncan McCue and artists 
such as Kent Monkman bring to life 
Brady and Kelly’s powerful argument 
that media tactics can be employed to 
change Canadian institutions from 
within. These tactics can spark new 
forms of political and cultural expres-
sion in Indigenous communities.

MIRANDA J. BRADY is associate profes-
sor in the School of Journalism and 
Communication at Carleton Univer-
sity in Ottawa. JOHN M. H. KELLY  is 
adjunct research professor in the 
School of Journalism and Communi-
cation at Carleton University.

The Deindustrialized 
World
Confronting Ruination in 
Postindustrial Places
edited By steven hiGh, 
LaChLan mackinnon,  
and andreW PerChard

Since the 1970s, the closure of mines, 
mills, and factories has marked a 
rupture in working-class lives. The 
Deindustrialized World interrogates 
the process of industrial ruination, 
from the first impact of layoffs in 
metropolitan cities, suburban areas, 
and single-industry towns to the 
shock waves that rippled outward, 
affecting entire regions and coun-
tries. Scholars explore the experi-
ences of people living at ground zero 
of deindustrialization, revealing its 
layered impacts and examining how 
workers, environmentalists, activ-
ists, and the state have responded 
to its challenges.

STEVEN HIGH  is professor of history  
at Concordia University. LACHLAN 
 MACKINNON  holds a PhD in history 
from Concordia University. ANDREW 
PERCHARD is a senior research fellow 
at the Centre for Business in Society 
at Coventry University. 

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/search/books/HIGDEI.html
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After Morgentaler
The Politics of Abortion in Canada
raChaeL johnstone
April

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
HEALTH; POLITICS
240 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834391

Caring for Children
Social Movements and Public Policy  
in Canada
edited By raCheL LanGFord, 
susan PrentiCe, and Patrizia 
aLBanese
February

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
POLITICS
272 pp., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834292

Crerar’s Lieutenants
Inventing the Canadian Junior Army 
Officer, 1939–45
GeoFFrey hayes
April

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
312 pp., 28 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834841

Disabling Barriers
Social Movements, Disability History, 
and the Law
edited By ravi maLhotra and 
Benjamin isitt
May

LAW
244 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835244

Dominion of Race
Rethinking Canada’s International 
History
edited By Laura madokoro, 
FranCine mckenzie, and david 
meren
March

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
332 pp., 8 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834445

Griffintown
Identity and Memory in an Irish 
Diaspora Neighbourhood
mattheW BarLoW
February

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
264 pp., 13 illus., 3 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834346

Hard Work Conquers All
Building the Finnish Community  
in Canada
edited By miCheL s. BeauLieu, 
david k. ratz, and ronaLd 
harPeLLe
July

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
256 pp., 29 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834698

Invisible Scars
Mental Trauma and the Korean War
meGhan FitzPatriCk
May

HEALTH
196 pp., 15 illus., 1 map, 6 x 9 in.
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834797

Mike’s World
Lester B. Pearson and Canadian 
External Affairs
edited By asa mckerCher and 
GaLen roGer Perras
June

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
380 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835299

Montreal, City of Water
An Environmental History
miChèLe daGenais
translated by peter feldstein
July

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; HISTORY / CANADIAN 
HISTORY
208 pp., 30 illus., 10 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9780774836234

Mothers and Others
The Role of Parenthood in Politics
edited By meLanee thomas and 
amanda Bittner
May

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES
372 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834599

National Manhood and the 
Creation of Modern Quebec
jeFFery vaCante
February

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
252 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834643

The New Lawyer, Second 
Edition
How Clients Are Transforming the 
Practice of Law
juLie macFarLane
February

LAW
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835831

Permanent Campaigning  
in Canada
edited By aLex marLand, thierry 
Giasson, and anna Lennox 
esseLment
February

POLITICS
384 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834490

The Politics of War
Canada’s Afghanistan Mission, 2001–14
jean-ChristoPhe BouCher and 
kim riChard nossaL
May

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
300 pp., 2 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774836289

The Price of Alliance
The Politics and Procurement of 
Leopard Tanks for Canada’s NATO 
Brigade
Frank maas
May

HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY; POLITICS
188 pp., 10 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835190

Prime Ministerial Power  
in Canada
Its Origins under Macdonald, Laurier, 
and Borden
PatriCe dutiL
February

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
412 pp., 3 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834742

Religion and Canadian 
Party Politics
david rayside, jeraLd saBin,  
and PauL e. j. thomas
February

POLITICS; HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
448 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774835596
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Settler Anxiety at the 
Outposts of Empire
Colonial Relations, Humanitarian 
Discourses, and the Imperial Press
kenton storey
March

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES;  
FILM AND MEDIA STUDIES
312 pp., 4 illus., 6 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774829489

This Small Army of Women
Canadian Volunteer Nurses and the 
First World War
Linda j. Quiney
February

WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
HISTORY / CANADIAN HISTORY
288 pp., 39 illus., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9780774830720

West Ham and the River Lea
A Social and Environmental History  
of London’s Industrialized Marshland, 
1839–1914
jim CLiFFord
March

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
244 pp., 15 illus., 21 maps, 6 x 9 in.
$35.95s PB / ISBN 9780774834247

An Online Doctorate for 
Researching Professionals
Progam Design, Implementation,  
and Evaluation
sWaPna kumar and k ara daWson
June

EDUCATION
292 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$43.95s PB / ISBN 9781771992077

Public Deliberation on 
Climate Change
Lessons from Alberta Climate Dialogue
edited By LoreLei L. hanson
March

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES; POLITICS
284 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$37.95s PB / ISBN 9781771992152

Connectionist 
Representations of Tonal 
Music
Discovering Musical Patterns  
by Interpreting Artificial Neural 
Networks
miChaeL r. W. daWson
March

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
320 pp., 6 x 9 in.
$45.95s PB / ISBN 9781771992206

Amma’s Daughters
A Memoir
meenaL shrivastava

As a young woman, Amma joined 
forces with a band of revolutionary 
freedom fighters. Later, in her work 
with the Mahatma Gandhi-led Civil 
Disobedience movement, she was 
connected with a vast network of 
women whose courage and activ-
ism is not adequately understood or 
rightfully celebrated in connection 
with India’s independence. Drawing 
on a rich oral history and  her mother 
and grandmother’s diaries, as well 
as their published work, Shrivastava 
tells the story of the women in her 
family and their acts of resistance 
in deeply patriarchal 1920s British 
India.

MEENAL SHR IVASTAVA  is associate 
 professor of political economy  
and global studies at Athabasca 
University.

Distributed for UBC Press
March

BIOGRAPHY, AUTOBIOGRAPHY, AND MEMOIR; 
WOMEN’S, GENDER, AND SEXUALITY STUDIES; 
ASIAN STUDIES / SOUTHEAST ASIA
340 pp., 6 x 9 in.
US rights only
$32.95s PB / ISBN 9781771991957

Athabasca University Press
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REGIONAL TRADE

The Deepest Roots
Finding Food and Community on a 
Pacific Northwest Island
k athLeen aLCaLá
$28.95 HB / 9780295999388

Combining memoir, historical records, and 
a blueprint for sustainability, The Deepest 
Roots shows us how an island population 
can mature into responsible food stewards 
and reminds us that innovation, adaptation, 
diversity, and common sense will help us 
make wise decisions about our future.

Looking for Betty 
MacDonald
The Egg, the Plague, Mrs. Piggle-
Wiggle, and I
PauLa BeCker
$29.95 HC / 9780295999364

“Readers of Betty MacDonald love her for her 
pluck and clear-eyed wit. Now Paula Becker 
presents the writer’s brief but exuberant life 
in this timely and heartfelt biography. As she 
presses her palms to the polished wood floor 
of Betty’s former home, I felt the melting joy 
and melancholy of the true soulmate.” 
—GEORGE MEYER, writer for The Simpsons and 
Saturday Night Live

Plume
Poems
k athLeen FLenniken
$18.95 PB / 9780295993904

“These poems are about delivered truth and 
the language of deceit. . . . Flenniken’s spe-
cial combination of scientific and poetic skill 
gives us a powerful and readable illustration 
of an ongoing disaster and official attempts 
to pretend nothing untoward is going on.” 
—Plumwood Mountain

Razor Clams
Buried Treasure of the Pacific 
Northwest
david BerGer
$26.95 HB / 9780295741420

In this lively history and celebration of the 
Pacific razor clam, David Berger shares with 
us his love affair with the glossy, gold-colored 
Siliqua patula and gets into the nitty-gritty of 
how to dig, clean, and cook them using his 
favorite recipes.

Seattle Walks
Discovering History and Nature  
in the City
david B. WiLLiams
$17.95 PB / 9780295741284

“Seattle Walks draws an important connec-
tion between our past and present. David's 
inviting words will inspire you to lace up 
your shoes and explore unique Seattle neigh-
borhood landscapes by foot.”—LISA QUINN, 
executive director, Feet First

The Weather of the  
Pacific Northwest
CLiFFord mass
$29.95 PB / 9780295988474

“[The Weather of the Pacific Northwest] may 
be used to teach 101-level college courses, 
but it’s aimed at us, the weather-using 
public. There’s a sky-spotting index for 
armchair forecasters, easy-to-follow charts 
and diagrams, and some disaster lore to help 
illustrate what happens when low-pressure 
zones and jet stream deviations collide.”—
Seattle Weekly

A Year Right Here
Adventures with Food and Family  
in the Great Nearby
jess thomson
$28.95 HC / 9780295741543

“We all know what happens to the list you 
make at the start of the year. But if everything 
had gone according to plan, Thomson’s book 
would be as straightforward as her original 
list. The twists and turns are what makes it—
that and a solid recipe for fried chicken.” 
—MAX WATMAN, New York Times Book Review

Too High and Too Steep
Reshaping Seattle’s Topography
david B. WiLLiams
$18.95 PB / 9780295999401

“Williams does a marvelous job of evoking 
the cityscape that used to be. He clues us 
in to the spirit of civic ambition that drove 
Seattle’s geographical transformations. He 
methodically chronicles the stages by which 
its regrade, canal and landfill projects were 
accomplished. And he’s meticulous about 
placing his readers on present-day street 
corners where they can, with some sleight 
of mind, glimpse the hills, lake shores and 
tide flats that vanished.”—MICHAEL UPCHURCH, 
Seattle Times

Anybody Can  
Do Anything
Bett y macdonaLd
$19.95 PB / 9780295999791

Onions in the Stew
Bett y macdonaLd
$19.95 PB / 9780295999807

The Plague and I
Bett y macdonaLd
$19.95 PB / 9780295999784

Backlist Highlights
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Backlist Highlights

ANTHROPOLOGY

Becoming Tsimshian
The Social Life of Names
ChristoPher F. roth
$30.00s PB / 9780295988078

The Tsimshian people of coastal British 
Columbia use a system of hereditary name-
titles in which names are treated as objects of 
inheritable wealth. Human agency and social 
status reside in names rather than in the indi-
viduals who hold these names, and the poli-
tics of succession associated with names and 
name-taking rituals have been, and continue 
to be, at the center of Tsimshian life.

The Clinic and Elsewhere
Addiction, Adolescents, and the 
Afterlife of Therapy
todd meyers
$25.00s PB / 9780295992419

“Unlike the more commonly encountered sta-
tistics of drug use and abuse found in other 
books, the author’s ethnographic approach 
provides a very real sense of the subjects’ 
lives, their experiences, and their definitions 
of success and failure.”—Choice 

Conjuring Property
Speculation and Environmental 
Futures in the Brazilian Amazon
jeremy m. CamPBeLL
$30.00s PB / 9780295995298

“Campbell’s excellent research and writing 
takes on extra significance in producing a 
full and nuanced ethnography of a colonist 
settlement in the central Brazilian Amazon. 
. . . An effective and dynamic portrait of this 
‘frontier’ region.”—Journal of Anthropological 
Research

Forests Are Gold
Trees, People, and Environmental  
Rule in Vietnam
PameLa d. mceLWee
$30.00s PB / 9780295995489

Forests Are Gold examines the management  
of Vietnam’s forests in the tumultuous twen-
tieth century—from French colonialism to  
the recent transition to market-oriented 
 economics—as the country united, prospered, 
and transformed people and landscapes.  

A Landscape of Travel
The Work of Tourism in Rural  
Ethnic China
jenny t. Chio
$30.00s PB / 9780295993669

“A stimulating and fascinating book . . . a 
good read not only for experts or a broader 
public interested in China, tourism and 
cultural heritage preservation, but also for 
researchers in contemporary visual culture, 
ethnography and migration.”—Journal of 
Cultural Heritage

Lijiang Stories
Shamans, Taxi Drivers, and Runaway 
Brides in Reform-Era China
emiLy Chao
$30.00s PB / 9780295992235

“Lijiang Stories is much more than a set of 
stories. It is a careful exegesis of the many 
strands that, woven together, have become 
today’s Lijiang. The accessible prose and 
fascinating range of skillfully analyzed, eth-
nographically nuanced stories would make 
this an excellent text for courses on contem-
porary China.”—China Quarterly

The Nature of Whiteness
Race, Animals, and Nation in 
Zimbabwe
yuk a suzuki
$30.00s PB / 9780295999548

“In lucid, vivid ethnography, Yuka Suzuki 
makes an insightful contribution to debates 
on race, nature, and nation. I recommend 
this book to anyone fascinated or appalled 
by the enduring romance between settler 
societies and (imagined) wildness.”—DAVID 
MCDERMOTT HUGHES, author of Whiteness in 
Zimbabwe: Race, Landscape, and the Prob-
lem of Belonging

Seawomen of Iceland
Survival on the Edge
marGaret WiLLson
$34.95 HB / 9780295995502

Based on extensive historical and field 
research, Seawomen of Iceland allows the 
seawomen’s voices to speak directly with 
strength, intelligence, and—above all—a 
knowledge of how to survive.

Symbolic Immortality
The Tlingit Potlatch of the Nineteenth 
Century, Second Edition
serGei k an
$40.00s PB / 9780295994895

“A sensitive and comprehensive study of the 
mortuary complex among the Tlingit Indians 
of southeastern Alaska. . . . This book will 
become one of the few classics in the litera-
ture of the North Pacific Coast.”—American 
Indian Quarterly
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ASIAN STUDIES

In the Circle of White Stones
Moving through Seasons with  
Nomads of Eastern Tibet
GiLLian G. tan
$25.00s PB / 9780295999487

“Gillian Tan’s beautifully written, collab-
orative ethnography offers us a succession 
of luminous insights into the lives and 
livelihoods of nomadic Tibetan pastoral-
ists. Favoring intimate narrative accounts of 
quotidian existence over sweeping general-
izations about the economic, religious, and 
political forces at play in Dora Karmo, Tan 
succeeds brilliantly in capturing the subtle 
interplay of continuity and discontinuity in a 
lifeworld that has always been, in one way or 
another, on the move.”—MICHAEL D. JACKSON, 
author of As Wide as the World Is Wide: Rein-
venting Philosophical Anthropology

In the Land of the  
Eastern Queendom
The Politics of Gender and  
Ethnicity on the Sino-Tibetan Border
jinBa tenzin
$30.00s PB / 9780295993072

“An excellent example of how conceptions 
of the Other affect local people, and how 
they react to and engage in the construction 
of these imaginings. . . . Very rich in ethno-
graphic detail and gives a voice to the local 
people. . . . In the Land of the Eastern Queen-
dom contributes to a better understanding of 
what it means to be a Tibetan and how that 
identity is negotiated.”—Nan Nü

Living Sharia
Law and Practice in Malaysia
timothy P. danieLs
$30.00s PB / 9780295742557

“A major theoretical contribution to the 
anthropology of Islam. Daniels has done a 
superb job of presenting both conservative 
and feminist Muslim perspectives on sharia 
and Islam.”—ROBERT W. HEFNER, director, Insti-
tute on Culture, Religion, and World Affairs, 
Boston College

A Place for Utopia
Urban Designs from South Asia
smriti srinivas
$30.00s PB / 9780295997384

“A work of deep and prescient intellectual 
insight, Srinivas focuses on the question of 
how utopias are produced and experienced 
in practice and the imagination. She artfully 
weaves together a set of fascinating ques-
tions about the place of the future in the pres-
ent, challenging us to think critically about 
how the body, urban environments, and 
religious experience are at once grounded 
in the reality of everyday life and how they 
transform this reality by anticipating the pos-
sibility of transcendence.”—JOSEPH ALTER, 
Yale-NUS College

Puer Tea
Ancient Caravans and Urban Chic
jinGhonG zhanG
$30.00s PB / 9780295993232

“An admirably coherent analysis of the 
complex social relationships that shaped the 
Pu’er market . . . and a fine addition to the 
literature on the cultural biographies of com-
modities.”—China Quarterly

The Rebirth of Bodh Gaya
Buddhism and the Making of a World 
Heritage Site
$30.00s PB / 9780295742373

“The Rebirth of Bodh Gaya is a model eth-
nography that conveys, in attractively simple 
prose, the inevitable clash of scales and 
perspectives (high ideals, base commercial 
interests, hopes, and fears) that confront 
each other in one small town in Bihar—where 
the Buddha happens to have achieved 
enlightenment.”—DAVID N. GELLNER, Univer-
sity of Oxford

The Social Life of Inkstones
Artisans and Scholars in  
Early Qing China
dorothy ko
$45.00s HC / 9780295999180

“A magical text. I have little doubt that The 
Social Life of Inkstones will become not only 
a point of reference, but also a book that 
readers simply love.”—JONATHAN HAY, author 
of Sensuous Surfaces: The Decorative Object 
in Early Modern China

The World of a Tiny Insect
A Memoir of the Taiping Rebellion and 
Its Aftermath
zhanG daye. transLated By 
xiaoFei tian
$30.00s PB / 9780295993188

“Lucid and erudite. . . . With Tian’s transla-
tion, we now have represented in English 
a wide range of different primary source 
perspectives on the Taiping civil war. This is 
an important and highly readable translation 
and an outstanding resource for teaching.” 
—TOBIE MEYER-FONG, Monumenta Serica
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America Is in the Heart
A Personal History
CarLos BuLosan
introduction by Marilyn c. 
alquizola and lane ryo 
hirabayashi
$18.95 PB / 9780295993539

“Bulosan’s gripping memoir-novel of a 
young Filipino immigrant long ago secured 
its place in Asian American literature. . . . 
An outstanding introductory essay extends 
the historical discussion (and in some ways 
brings it full circle) in this third edition. . . . 
[Bulosan’s] call to action resonates with the 
same urgency today as it did seven decades 
ago.”—Pacific Northwest Quarterly

Citizen 13660
miné okuBo
introduction by christine hong
$19.95 PB / 9780295993546

“This forerunner to the modern graphic 
memoir is a must read, both for the impor-
tant— and shameful—period of American 
history it documents and its poignant 
beauty.”—The Chicago Tribune

Desert Exile
The Uprooting of a Japanese  
American Family
yoshiko uChida
introduction by traise 
yaMaMoto
$18.95 PB / 9780295994758

“In Desert Exile the happy life of a Japanese-
American family before concentration camp 
makes their surrealist nightmare experience 
after December 7, 1941 all the more inexpli-
cable and horrifying.”—San Francisco Review 
of Books

Nisei Daughter
moniCa sone
introduction by Marie  
rose wong
$18.95 PB / 9780295993553

“Rare is the book with staying power like 
that of Monica Sone’s Nisei Daughter. . . . The 
book also owes its appeal to the immediacy 
of its narrative, to its incisive, unsentimental 
portraits of family and friends, and finally,  
to the author’s own abundant humanity.” 
—Pacific Northwest Quarterly

No-No Boy
john ok ada
foreword by ruth ozeki
$19.95 PB / 9780295994048

“[This new edition] brings Okada’s ground-
breaking work to a new generation . . . an 
internee and enlisted man himself, [Okada] 
wrote in a raw, brutal stream of conscious-
ness that echoes the pain and intergenera-
tional conflict faced by those struggling to 
reconcile their heritage to the concept of an 
American dream.”—Shelf Awareness

Queering Contemporary 
Asian American Art
edited By Laura kina and jan 
Christian BernaBe
$40.00 PB / 9780295741376

“This volume stands as a bracing and pro-
vocative testament to the expansive critical 
and expressive possibilities of fluid concepts 
like ‘queering’ in dismantling, recasting, 
and realigning extant representations of 
Asian American identities, subjectivities, 
and  positions in the twenty-first century 
world.”—MARGO MACHIDA, author of Unsettled 
Visions: Contemporary Asian American Art-
ists and the Social Imaginary

Scent of Apples
A Collection of Stories
Bienvenido n. santos
foreword by Jessica hagedorn
$19.95 PB / 9780295995113

“Santos writes simply and skillfully of his 
countrymen who leave home for America, of 
the pain of separation, loneliness, longing, 
yesterday’s hopes and tomorrow’s dreams. 
His portraits of these gentle, courageous 
exiles are moving as he shows how each one 
struggles to make his way in the new land, 
trying to find a life far from his roots while 
sustained by the dream of a return home. . . . 
Santos gets to the heart of what it is like to be 
uprooted, alone, alien.”—Publishers Weekly

A Time to Rise
Collective Memoirs of the Union of 
Democratic Filipinos (KDP)
edited By rene Ciria Cruz, Cindy 
dominGo, and BruCe oCCena
$30.00s PB / 9780295742021

“A Time to Rise is a major contribution to the 
study of social justice movements and the 
interwoven landscapes of US, Philippine, 
and Filipino American history.”—CATHERINE 
CENIZA CHOY, author of Empire of Care: Nurs-
ing and Migration in Filipino American History

War Baby / Love Child
Mixed Race Asian American Art
edited By Laura kina and Wei 
minG dariotis
$44.95 PB / 9780295992259

“The project makes visible underrepresented 
histories with Asian-American studies, 
mixed-race studies and contemporary art. 
The exhibition and accompanying book . . . 
map out and contextualize the lives and 
works of these artists.”—City Living Seattle
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WESTERN AND ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY

Behind the Curve
Science and the Politics of  
Global Warming
joshua P. hoWe
$24.95 PB / 9780295995601

“Howe’s strong insight into how individu-
als, institutions, and governments interact 
produces a fascinating yet distressing story, 
proving that despite its aspirations towards 
objectivity, applied science historically is a 
flawed, human tale approaching a classical 
tragedy.”—Publishers Weekly

The City Is More than 
Human
An Animal History of Seattle
FrederiCk L. BroWn
$34.95 HB / 9780295999340

“Nothing short of pathbreaking. Brown 
organizes this potentially overwhelming 
topic into a highly influential study with 
remarkable grace and concision.”—THOMAS 
ANDREWS, author of Coyote Valley: Deep His-
tory in the High Rockies

Defending Giants
The Redwood Wars and the 
Transformation of American 
Environmental Politics
darren FrederiCk sPeeCe
$29.95 HC / 9780295999517

“We need more histories of important 
examples of nonviolent resistance and cre-
ative campaigning and Defending Giants is a 
much-needed model of careful and serious 
reporting and analysis that fills this void. 
It also brings back to life the story of some 
of the most committed and capable envi-
ronmentalists I’ve ever known, people who 
worked on a scale as epic as the forests they 
fought for.”—BILL MCKIBBEN, author of The 
End of Nature

How to Read the  
American West
A Field Guide
WiLLiam W yCkoFF
$44.95 PB / 9780295993515

“A field guide unlike any other, with a focus 
on patterns, variations and the distribution 
of landscape features . . . it draws attention to 
eco-tones, watersheds, settlement patterns 
and corridors of connection . . . ultimately, it 
considers our grip on the land and the land’s 
grip on us.”—High Country News

Idaho’s Place
A New History of the Gem State
edited By adam m. soWards
$25.00s PB / 9780295995564

“There is nothing else published that even 
remotely does what this collection does. It is 
a major contribution that fills in many obvi-
ous gaps in the history of the Gem State.” 
—CARLOS A. SCHWANTES, author of In Moun-
tain Shadows: A History of Idaho

The Last Best Place
A Montana Anthology
edited By WiLLiam kittredGe and 
anniCk smith
$39.95 PB / 9780295969749

An anthology of some of the greatest stories 
and storytellers of the American West. The 
selections range from pre-white Indian days 
to the present, and, taken as a whole, they 
offer a powerful microcosm of the entire 
western experience. 

The Republic of Nature
An Environmental History  
of the United States
mark FieGe
$24.95 PB / 9780295993294

“For readers swayed by Fiege’s persuasive 
pages, American history will never look quite 
the same again. . . . This is unconventional 
environmental history just as it is unorthodox 
American history. . . . It is not a book to whip 
through in search of useful data . . . but one to 
savor on Sunday afternoons.”—Science

Seismic City
An Environmental History of  
San Francisco’s 1906 Earthquake
joanna L. dyL
$34.95 HB / 9780295742465

“Dyl’s Seismic City is the best history of the 
San Francisco earthquake of 1906 you’ll 
ever read. Dyl demonstrates how wrong-
headed it is to label this tragedy a ‘natural 
disaster,’ revealing the social and cultural 
underpinnings of one of the worst calami-
ties in the history of the United States.” 
—ARI KELMAN, University of California, Davis

Smell Detectives
The Olfactory History of Nineteenth-
Century Urban America
meLanie a. kieChLe
$34.95 HB / 9780295741932

“Smell Detectives draws insights from the 
rapidly developing literature in sensory 
history and applies them to the nineteenth-
century urban environment. The results are 
illuminating and extend the field of environ-
mental history in new and fascinating direc-
tions.”—MICHAEL RAWSON, author of Eden on 
the Charles: The Making of Boston
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NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES

American Indian Business
Principles and Practices
deanna m. kennedy, CharLes F. 
harrinGton, amy kLemm verBos, 
danieL steWart, josePh sCott 
GLadstone, and Gavin CLarkson
$25.00s PB / 9780295742090

“This very important book comprehensively 
addresses a crucial topic in modern-day 
Indian law, economics, and policy: How can 
reservation communities develop public and 
private sector economies that will help to 
sustain reservations and Indian nations into 
the future?”—ROBERT J. MILLER (Eastern Shaw-
nee), Arizona State University  

California through  
Native Eyes
Reclaiming History
WiLLiam j. Bauer, jr.
$30.00s PB / 9780295998350

“The work makes an argument for seeing 
California history from a different perspec-
tive, and this is no light task—to change how 
historians and other people know California 
history.”—DONALD L. FIXICO, author of Call 
for Change: The Medicine Way of American 
Indian History, Ethos, and Reality

Chinook Resilience
Heritage and Cultural Revitalization on 
the Lower Columbia River
jon d. daehnke
foreword by tony a. Johnson
$30.00s PB / 9780295742267

“Chinook Resilience shows the profound 
effects colonialism has had on contemporary 
Chinook affairs and how—intentional or not— 
colonialism has shaped the meanings of ‘her-
itage’ as expressed in the public arena and 
in the tribe itself.”—ROBERT BOYD, coeditor of 
Chinookan Peoples of the Lower Columbia

Dismembered
Native Disenrollment and the Battle for 
Human Rights
david e. WiLkins
sheLLy huLse WiLkins
$25.00s PB / 9780295741581

The first comprehensive examination of the 
origins and significance of tribal disenroll-
ment, Dismembered examines this disturbing 
trend, which often leaves the disenrolled 
tribal members with no recourse or appeal. 
At the center of the issue is how Native 
nations are defined today and who has the 
fundamental rights to belong. 

Indian Blood
HIV and Colonial Trauma in San 
Francisco’s Two-Spirit Community
andreW j. joLivette
$25.00s PB / 9780295998503

Indian Blood provides an innovative 
approach to understanding how colonization 
continues to affect American Indian commu-
nities and opens a series of crucial dialogues 
in the fields of Native American studies, 
public health, queer studies, and critical 
mixed-race studies.

In the Spirit of the Ancestors
Contemporary Northwest Coast Art  
at the Burke Museum
edited By roBin k. WriGht and 
k athryn Bunn-marCuse
$34.95 PB / 9780295995212

“A beautifully illustrated book that celebrates 
the strength and diversity of Northwest Coast 
cultural expressions. . . . This is an engaging 
addition to the scholarship addressing con-
temporary Northwest Coast art and will be of 
interest to scholars, artists, and the general 
public.”—Pacific Northwest Quarterly

The Nature of Borders
Salmon, Boundaries, and Bandits  
on the Salish Sea
Lissa k. WadeWitz
$25.95 PB / 9780295991825

“Environmental historians have understood 
for some time . . . that political boundaries 
have complicated the management of eco-
systems and valuable migrating species. In 
her persuasive and innovative book, Wade-
witz combines these developments, along 
with new thinking about Native American 
history, labor history, and even a dose of dip-
lomatic history, to examine salmon fishing in 
the Salish Sea.”—American Historical Review

Network Sovereignty
Building the Internet across Indian 
Country
marisa eLena duarte
$25.00s PB / 9780295741826

“Duarte shows that tribal ownership and use 
of information and communication technolo-
gies has the potential to deepen the mean-
ing and experience of tribal sovereignty, 
serving as a means to undermine colonial-
ism.”—ANDREW NEEDHAM, author of Power 
Lines: Phoenix and the Making of the Modern 
Southwest

Northwest Coast Indian Art
An Analysis of Form, 50th Anniversary 
Edition
BiLL hoLm
$30.00 PB / 9780295994277

This is Bill Holm’s classic introduction to the 
fundamental principles of the art of Northwest 
Coast Indians. Painted and carved wooden 
screens, chests and boxes for storage and cook-
ing, dishes, rattles, crest hats, and ceremonial 
paraphernalia reveal a rare artistic virtuosity 
and document the unique involvement of 
these craftsmen with their environment.
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